



































































































theuseof fossil fuels.Pollutionoriginatedfrom itscombustionand limitedresourcesrequire
thedevelopmentofrenewableandcleanenergysources.Amongallalternativeenergysources,
thosewhichprofitsthepowerreceivedfromthesunarehighlypromising.Withinthefamilyof
photovoltaics, dye sensitized solar cells (DSC) have been presented as low cost devices. DSC




its surface.Thiselectrode is sandwiched togetherwithaplatinizedTCOsubstrate, thegap in
between is filled with a redoxcontaining electrolyte. The photogenerated electrons are
injected from the dye molecule to the semiconductor, transported to the TCO and extracted
throughthecontact.Theredoxpairoftheelectrolyteisresponsibleofregeneratingelectrons
to thedyemoleculesandwith the incomingelectrons fromtheplatinizedcounterelectrode,
completinginthiswaytheelectricalcircuit.









chemical capacitance of the semiconductor. Analyzing the data obtained from impedance
spectroscopy measurements we demonstrate how varying the electrolyte additives or dye
molecule is translated in changes in recombination rates, conduction band shifts or
photocurrent. The individual impact of these parameters on theVoc value and thus the final
efficiencywillbeunraveled.
Takingintoaccountthatsolarcellsusuallyworkinoutdoorinstallations,itleadstothink
that a DSC will present different responses depending the external conditions. Taking the
externaltemperatureasavariable,adetailedstudyofitseffectonDSCperformanceisgiven.
Impedance spectroscopy measurements were applied to a single device, under dark and
illumination conditions, in a range of attainable atmospheric temperatures. We demonstrate
howemployingasinglecharacterizationmethodweareabletoexplainvariationsinefficiency
in terms of five different parameters which, in turn, present temperature dependence. This
studywillhelptofurthercomparetheperformanceofdifferenttypesofphotovoltaicdevicesat








Major efforts in the improvement of DSC efficiency have been focused in the
development of sensitizers, improving their spectral response and stability. Electrolytes have
alsoreceivedalotofattentioninordertofindnewadditivesornonvolatileionicliquids.We
proposed to enhance DSC efficiency by studying the suitability of onedimensional porous
photonic crystals (1DPC) for their application as light scatterers in DSC. For this purpose,
diffusion resistance of ionic species in the electrolyte through these structures have been
studied by jV curves and IS. The aim was to determine if the increase of series resistance
introducedby1DPCcouldaffectinarelevantwaytheseriesresistanceofthecompletedevice.
This fact, eventually could compensate potential increases of photocurrent provided by the
incorporationofthesestructuresinaDSC.
Finally we analyze the problems arising from DSC upscaling, as the final step in DSC
laboratory research. Three different module configurations are reviewed, and a detailed
analysis of the working principles of one of them is given. It is concluding that the series
connectedmodulesbehave inadifferentmannerthanconventionalSi solarcells,as theDSC
modulesstillretainarelevantpowerproductionwhenpartofthemisshaded.Thisrepresentsa




The results presented here provide a fertile base for further investigation, which will
focus on quick characterization techniques for identifying and characterizing the electrical
parametersaffectingDSCefficiency.






La humanitat és cada vegada més conscient dels problemes mediambientals què es
deriven de l’ús dels combustibles fòssils. La pollució causada amb la combustió i el limitat
nombrederecursosexigeixeneldesenvolupamentd’energiesnetesirenovables.D’entretotes
lesfontsd’energiaalternatives,lesqueaprofitenl’energiadelsolsónaltamentprometedores.
Entre la família de dispositius fotovoltaics, les celles solars de colorant (DSC) han sigut
introduïdes com la versió de baix cost. Les DSC imiten els principis bàsics de la fotosíntesi,




(TCO), què en la seva superfície té adherides les molècules de colorant. Aquest elèctrode
s’uneixcaraacaraambunaltreTCOplatinitzatil’espaiintermedis’ompliambunelectròlitquè
conté un parell redox. Els electrons fotogenerats s’injecten des del colorant cap al
semiconductor, aquí conduït fins al TCO i extret a través dels contactes. El parell redox
s’encarregaderegenerarelselectronsperdutsdelamolèculadecolorantialhoracaptarlosen
elcontraelectrodeplatinitzat,tancant,d’aquestamanera,elcircuitelèctric.
Analitzar els principis de funcionament d’aquests dispositius és essencial per a assolir
futuresmilloreseneficiència.Ambaquestpropòsit,l’objectiud’aquestatesiesaprofundirenel
coneixementde les interaccionsentreelscomponents interns ielseuefecteenelrendiment
finaldeldispositiu.Aixòesduràatermeemprantunaràpidairobustatècnicadecaracterització
què ens permetrà separar els diferents processos què tenen lloc dintre de la DSC:
l’espectroscòpiad’impedància(IS).
En aquest treball hem començat per analitzar l’origen del voltatge a circuit obert (Voc),









la temperatura externa com a variable, proposem un estudi detallat del seu efecte en el
rendiment de les DSC. Mesures d’espectroscòpia d’impedància van ser aplicades a un únic
dispositiu, en condicions de foscor i illuminació, en un rang de temperatures assolibles en
condicionsatmosfèriquesreals.Mitjançantunúnicmètodedecaracteritzaciódemostremcom
espodenexplicar lesvariacionsd’eficiènciaentermesdecincparàmetresdiferents,elsquals












fotònics unidimensionals (1DPC) per a l’aplicació com a dispersors de llum en les DSC. Amb
aquest objectiu, s’ha estudiat la resistència de difusió de les espècies iòniques en l’electròlit
mitjançant corbes jV i IS. El propòsit va ser determinar si l’increment de les resistències en
sèrieproduïtpel1DPCpodriaafectard’algunamanera lesresistènciesensèriedeldispositiu.
Aquestfetpodriacontrarestarl’incrementenfotocorrentd’unaDSCaportatpelcristallfotònic.




les celles solars convencionals de Si. Els mòduls de DSC són capaços de conservar una bona

























































































































first issue for some other authors.2,3 According to their predictions, economical, social and




direct effect in degradation of human health and plant growth. For all of these reason, it is
clearlynecessary topromoteadditional sourcesof renewable and cleanenergies inorder to
fulfillthe80%increaseinelectricitydemandby2040withrespectto2010.4
Amongthegreenenergiesdevelopedinthelastyears,solarcellsareprobablythemost
attractive candidates. Taking into account that the amount of solar energy that reaches the
eartheveryminuteisequivalenttotheamountofenergytheworld'spopulationconsumesina
year,5photovoltaictechnology(PV)becomesarealalternative.
AfterA.E.Becquereldiscoveredthephotovoltaiceffect in1839,6,7 research in this field
continuedovertheyearssincethefirsttruePVcellwasconstructedbyCharlesFritts in1883
usingjunctionsformedbycoatingseleniumwithathinlayerofgold.8BeforetheWorldWarII,
in 1938, a solar cellwith recordenergy conversion efficiency of 1.1% was developed by B.T.
Kolomietsusingthalliumsulfide.9Itwasn’tuntiltheearlyofthe1950sthatfirstPVdeviceof5%
efficiencyappeared in themarketby thehandofChapinetal.10 In the followingyearsmany
semiconductormaterialsandjunctionsweredeveloped,resultinginacontinuousincreasingof
solarcellefficienciesandPVtechnologies,asdetailedinFigure1.1.
Nowadays, the most common commercial solar cells are based on inorganic materials















the organic solar cells convert this technologies into lowcost photovoltaics. The key point





newareashavebeenexplored in the fieldofmaterialsdevelopment inorder to increasethe
overall efficiency. Mesoporous nanocrystalline layers 15,16, counter electrodes 17,18, light
absorbers1921electrolytesandholetransporters2224havebeenimprovedinordertoincrease




the energetic market. This is that, i.e., a DSC is never going to substitute a Si solar cell in
applicationssuchassolarfields.Theideaistoreplacecombustibleenergysourcesinvestingin












or polycrystalline silicon (cSi, pcSi, respectively). The rated DC efficiencies of standard cSi
modules are about 1416%.26 The second majority group of PV are represented by thin film





architectures such as multi junction cells and the use of solar concentrators increasing the




Since 1976, global module prices followed a decline trend of roughly 98% up to 2011,
from about 60 $/Wp to 0.97 $/Wp for cSi.28 The costs are variable depending on the
manufacturer and the scaling, varying up to 20%. Comparing different technologies, great

























pcSi 150.6 57.5 57 95.8 23.3 343.5 2.34
CdTe 6.8 58.9 53 30.1 27.4 129.3 1.65
DSC1 10.316.6 5.25.5 2223 7.710.9 11.6 36.646.2 0.750.94
DSC2 23.5 97.6 80 18.1 1.211 157.7 3.22




Nowadays, the global PV market presents an annual average rate growth of 53%,
reaching17.4gigawatt(GW)in2010asseeninFigure1.2(a).PVproductionupto2006wasled












are restricted to indoor, gadgets or architectural ornament applications. Australian DSC
developer,Dyesol,isseekingtoexploitlowcostprocessingofthistechnology.Itslaststrategy






light (photons) exciting an electron in a material from a low energy level to a higher energy
levelbyabsorbingasinglephoton.TraditionalPVsystems(firstgeneration)arebasedonsilicon
pn junctions, and are generally the most efficient. The second generation of solar cells are
















energy coming from the Sun. The power density received outside the earth’s atmosphere is
about1353Wm2,and the irradiancespectra is similar to the radiationproducedbya6000K
blackbody.ThisirradiancespectraiscalledAirMass0(AM0),seeFigure1.3.Gasesandwater








blue to near infrared (IR)) corresponding to energies between 2.47 to 3.2 eV. The materials
chosenforaPVdeviceaslightabsorbersshouldabsorbinthisenergyrange,i.e.Sihasan1.1eV
bandgap, absorbing photons from 1.1 to 3.1 eV. For light absorbing materials any incoming




In the case of semiconductor solar cells the pair electronhole is separated before
recombination using an asymmetric pn junction structure. Ptype or ntype doping of a








opened new prospects for photovoltaic applications of this abundant and cheap material.33
AlthoughTiO2isrestrictedtoabsorbonlyinultravioletrangebecauseofitswidebandgapof3
eV, it may be sensitized to the visible and even in the IR by functionalizing the surface with
propermoleculesabsorbing in thesebands.Theeaseprocessingof this semiconductormade
possibletocreatenanostructuredfilmsincreasingbyafactorof1000it’sactivesurfacefordye
adsorption. The resulting photoelectrochemical electrode was then adequate for the





A transparentandconductive substrate (TCO)gives thesufficientconductivityand light
transmission for ensuring good illumination of the dye and quick charge extraction through














reduction of acceptor species in the electrolyte (I3) catalyzed by Pt particles on TCO, (7)
diffusionof ionicspeciesbetweencounterelectrodeandTiO2surface,(8)regenerationofthe
oxidized sensitizer by donor species in the electrolyte. (9) Internal voltage reached under
illumination and open circuit conditions and (10) photogenerated charge loss caused by
recombinationprocesses.

Figure1.5:Principleofoperationandenergy levelsofaDSC. (1)Photoncollection, (2)electron
injection,(3)electrondiffusionthroughTiO2,(4)electronextraction,(5)externalcircuit,(6)electrolyte





Photoexcitation of the dye sensitizer takes place by absorbing a photon of an energy
equalorhigherthantheHOMOLUMOdistance,resultinginanelectronicallyexcitedstate(S*).
Excited electrons tend to occupy electronic states with lower energy and the electrons are
injected on the TiO2 conduction band, favored by the molecular anchorage on the
semiconductorand theenergy levelof thesemiconductor.This leaves thedye in itsoxidized
state (S+) that is subsequently reduced to the ground state (S0) by the redox donor species
(generallyI)containedintheelectrolyte,seeFigure1.6.






or non radiative deactivation to the ground state, electron injection into the TiO2 CB (called










than radiative or nonradiative decay.36 Injection kinetics are determined also by the
semiconductor CB position (Ec). A narrower distance between the dye LUMO and Ec is








confinement character of nanostructured particles together with the intrinsic lowdoping of
TiO2 leads to an homogeneity of the conduction band energy along the electrode.37 Charge





through the external circuit (except for recombination processes) generating work as the
systemreturnstoequilibrium.
In order to maintain the lowcost character of DSC devices, simple techniques of
nanoparticlesynthesisandprocessingareneeded.Theresultinglowmaterialpurityandlarge
ratio of surfacetovolume introduces high electronic energy disorder in the semiconductor.








In the first case (i), injection or extraction of n electrons through the nanostructured
electrodecausesdiffusionofcarriersalongtheextendedstates.Onlyfreecarriers(nc)localized
on the loweredgeof theCBataenergyEc contribute to thediffusionprocess.Anumberof
carriers nL remains in a process of trapping/ detrapping from CB to the localized states, see
Figure1.7(a).
The electron diffusion coefficient at the CB, reaches its maximum value D0, but it is



















































Where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, q the electron charge, Nc
electronicstatesintheCBandNLthetotaldensityoflocalizedstatesunderCB.
Itisremarkablethatundersteadystateconditions,electronconductionisnotaffectedby




In the secondcaseofelectronic transport (ii), conduction isdescribedby the theoryof
hoppingconduction.Inthiscasethetransportisbymeansofcarrierjumpsvialocalizedstates
in the bandgap, see Figure 1.7(b). The analysis of all possible transitions between sites is a
complex problem, but it can be simplified for systems with an exponential DOS. When the
FermilevelisbelowatransportenergylevelEt,hoppingsystemsbehavesimilartoMTsystems,
where Et plays the role of a CB level. This transport plays a minor role in the global charge
conductivity.39
(4) –(5)Electronextraction
Charges reaching the semiconductor and TCO junction create an accumulation of
electronsintheTiO2, localizedneartheinterface.Asthenanostructuredfilmisequipotential,
the potential drop for the equilibration with TCO occur over a narrow region of the TiO2
contactingthesubstrate.Thiscorrespondstoanohmiccontactbetweenmetalsemiconductor
junction.37,40 The charge transfer from the TiO2 to the FTO has negligible resistance as the
nanostructuredfilmhasagoodelectricalcontactwiththesubstrate.Ametalliccontactonthe










 132 KIII   (1.3)
The high equilibrium constant of Eq. (1.3) in most organic solvents (pK1=7.18 in




























potential of the dye, see Figure 1.8.42 In parallel, many oneelectron reactions involving
unstableradicalsoccurintheredoxsystem,whichmayaffectDSCperformance.43

Figure 1.8: Redox reactions of the iodine iodide system and their relative electrochemical
potentialsinacetonitrilesolvent.
PreviousstudiesproposedmechanismswheretheoxidizedRubaseddyeisregenerated
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   20 ISIIS (1.7)
The oxidized dye forms a complex with iodide (or eventually diiodide) under an
energetically favorable reaction. A second iodide dissociates the complex leading to the
groundstatedyemoleculeS0andgivingI3asfinalproduct.
Thetransportof I3 ions formedbyoxidationof I fromtheTiO2nanoparticlesurfaceto







electrodes result in photocurrent limitation of a DSC. In a common DSC device, the distance





employed as cathodes in DSC are extremely poor catalysts for iodine reduction. In order to
minimizeefficiencylossesduetotheslowelectrontransferkineticsatthecounterelectrode,it
should be functionalized with a stable catalyst. Several materials have been investigated as
counter electrodes in DSC, as carbon, graphene or PEDOT, but the high
electrochemical/chemical stability of Pt has not been surpassed. Thermal decomposition of




The internal voltage (VF) of a DSC device is given by the difference of electrochemical
potentialofelectrons(EFn)andholes(Eredox)inthematerials.
qEEV FFnF /)( 0 (1.8)
whereqistheelectroncharge.
TheredoxpotentialoftheelectrolytefixestheholeFermilevel.Inthedark,electronsin




Electron lossesby recombination inaDSCtakeplace inan interfacial reactionbetween
photogeneratedchargeandtheelectronacceptorspecies intheelectrolyte.Operationbasics
ofasolarcellconsist inacompetitionbetweentwocurrentsEq. (1.9);outputcurrentdueto
extraction of the photogenerated carriers which reach its maximum value in short circuit
conditions (jsc) and recombination current (jrec), flowing in the opposite direction to the
generation.
recsc jjj  (1.9)
Taking into account the concentration of electron acceptors in solution, c, the film





cnLkqj recrec  (1.10)
Several factors influence therecombination inaDSC,beingquitedifficult todistinguish





Figure 1.9: Possible electron recombination mechanisms in a DSC. (i) recombination from CB
transport states, (ii) recombination from the exponential DOS, (iii) recombination from localized sub
bandgapstatesand(iv)recombinationtotheoxidizeddye.
Moreover, recombination from the TCOelectrolyte interface only becomes important
under certain circumstances and charge transfer from semiconductor to oxidized dye is, in
general,slowenoughtothoughttobenegligible.47
On the other side, the high redox ionic concentration in the electrolyte stabilizes the
redox energy level in a very narrow value over all the operation conditions. Thus, only the
energy levelsof the semiconductordetermines the rateof charge transfer. Smallerdistances
between semiconductor CB position and redox energy level will be translated into higher
recombinationrates.Theglobalreactionforrecombinationisthesameasthereductionofthe
triiodideEq.(1.4).Aspreviouslydescribed,multipleintermediatestepsoccurinvolvingacceptor













the optimization of device processing and it’s structure, the work will show some issues
concerningtoDSCworkingconditions.Bymeansofnovelelectricalcharacterizationanddata
processmethods, comprehensiveexplanations for thedifferentprocesses limiting thedevice
performancewillbegiven.
After this general introduction, the materials employed and processing for DSC
fabrication will be described in Chapter 2. The aim is to detect the potential improvements
applicabletoDSCfromitsbasis,asitisthematerialsorprocessingtechniquesemployedforits
fabrication. Chapter 3 will be focused in the description of the different characterization
techniquesemployedinthiswork.Nextstepwillbetheanalysisofrealsystems.Chapter4will
analyze the origin of Voc in working devices, using a quick and robust method of
characterizationanddataanalysis.Themethodwillbeemployedindeviceswhereelectrolyte
compositionordyemoleculeshavebeenchanged.Nextchapterwillbecenteredintheanalysis
of how the external temperature affects the performance of working DSC. By means of IS,
recombination or conduction band changes will be studied. Chapter 6 will analyze novel
structures for enhancing DSC performance in particular light reflectors for increasing light
absorption. The diffusion resistance of the electrolyte through porous onedimensional
photoniccrystals,willbestudiedtocheckthesuitabilityofthesestructuresforDSC.Andfinally,
Chapter 7 focuses in the upscaling techniques for the production of series connected DSC
modules.Aworkingdevicewillbefabricatedandcharacterized,discussingtheresults.
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In the last years of research in the field of dyesensitized solar cells, many effortshave
been done to increase the overall power conversion efficiency. Some of the most successful
have been focused on increasing photocurrent with new dyes. Also photovoltage has been
enhancedthroughmanipulationofbothsurfaceandlatticestructureofthesemiconductor.Not
less important have been the studies centered in reducing internal resistances via ionic
diffusionorchargetransferimprovements,orevenincreasingstabilitybybetterencapsulation.
Due to the sensibility of the internal mechanisms in a DSC, in most of cases, an increase on
photocurrentisfollowedbyadecreaseonphotovoltage,andviceversa.Anychangeinthecell
constituents will alter the nature of the interfacesexisting in the device. Is necessary a deep
knowledge of the processes governing the operation of the cell in order to achieve the
equilibriumthatoptimizestheDSCefficiency.




























NSG 3.2 78 1113 8
750TEC15 2.33.0 8284.5 1214 0.74
TEC8 2.33.0 8081.5 69 12
Table2.1:SpecificparametersoftheconductiveglassusedinDSCfabrication.








Oneof thekeycomponents forhighperformanceDSC is the lightabsorber. Substantial
developments have been made the last decade in the engineering of novel dye structures in
order to enhance the light absorption, especially in the red and near infrared regions. The
pioneer was a ruthenium based dye named N3 which gave 10% efficiencies DSCs in 1993.1
Thenceforth, a great number of amphiphilic homologues have been successfully developed
reachingefficiencies over 11%, N7192 (a tetrabutylammonium salt of N3), Z907 or black dye.
Thebasiccharacteristicsofthesedyesare:














order to coadsorb on the nanoparticles during sensitization bath. Cografting of this type of
molecules on the semiconductor have been reported to enhance the DSC efficiency and
stability.5,6Inparticularinthisworkchenodeoxycholicacidhasbeenemployedascoadsorbent
with Ru dyes, see Figure 2.2. The carboxylic or phosphonic group binds to the TiO2 surface,
while the hydrophobic end acts as a buffer between the semiconductor and the electrolyte.








Although the dye molecules adsorbed on the porous TiO2 film decrease as the
chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) concentration in the dye bath increase, there is still a global

















20nm TiO2 nanocrystals. Over this film, a 35 m thick layer of 450nm TiO2 nanocrystals has
been successfully employed for back scattering of incident light thus increasing the photon
absorptionintheactivelayer.Bothtypeofcolloidsaregrownbyhydrothermalsynthesisand
furtherprocessedasaprintablepaste.9Allofthemarebasedonethylcelluloseandterpineolin
order to achieve a printable texture. In this work commercial TiO2 pastes from Dyesol have
been employed for high performance DSC fabrication. 18NRT has been used as transparent
andactivelayerandWER40aslightscatteringlayer.
AlternativemethodsforprocessingTiO2pastewerealsoexplored.ThuscommercialTiO2
25nmpowder (Degussa P25) was dispersed in an ethanol solution, then mixed with ethyl







Electrolyte inaDSCconsist inaredoxcoupledissolved ina liquidorgelificatedsolvent
which is capable to contact the whole photoanode internal area. The electrolyte is crucial in
order to regenerate the oxidized dye molecules and transporting the charge to the counter
electrode.Basically,themainrequirementsfortheelectrolyteare:(i)highelectrochemicaland
UVstability,(ii)thermalstabilityabove80ºC,(iii)lowvaporpressureinordertoavoidleakages,
(iv) hydrophobicity to maintain H2O away from the photoanode, (v) high ionic diffusion
coefficient.
Even is hard to find all these characteristics in a single formulation of electrolyte, the
effortsundertaken lastyears inthis fieldofresearchfoundseveralsolutionsfortheneedsof
eachsingleDSC.Acetonitrile (ACN)basedelectrolytescontaining I/I3 couplehavebeenused
for high efficiency DSC. Substituting the solvent by methoxypropionitrile (MPN) with lower




to other redox couples as cobalt, Co(II/III),11,12 or ferrocene (Fc/Fc+)13 with conversion
efficiencies up to 12%. Finally, solid state DSC have also been developed using organic hole
transportersasspiroOMETAD.Thesecellsdonotrequiresealingbuthardlyreachefficiencies





Somecommonelectrolyteadditivesemployed inDSC fabricationand it’scharacteristics
are:
Lithium iodide (LiI) is a very stable salt widely used in electrochemistry. It provides the
necessaryiodidecationsfortheredoxcoupleintheelectrolyte, increaseschargeconductivity
in the electrolyte, and screens the negative charge in the semiconductor. Its positive charge
producesadownwardshiftintheconductionthatdiminishesVoc.16Atlongterm,theextremely








advantages in DSCs electrolyte applications. BMII also provides iodide cations for the redox
couple, but BMI+ is a bigger cation than Li+ that will not intercalate into the semiconductor
structure.BMI+moleculehastwoaminegroupswhichgivesabasepropertytotheelectrolyte,
increasing conduction band edge of the TiO2. Finally, BMI+ has an effect of shielding charge
recombinationbetweentitaniumoxideandelectrolyte.18,19










components and the additives but at the same time not cause significant dissolution of
adsorbed dye. Polar organic solvents and ionic liquids are able to fulfill these requirements.
Table 2.2 details the properties of the solvents employed in this work, compared with water
properties.
Solvent MP(ºC) BP(ºC) r viscosity(cP) 3ID (cm
2s1)
water 0 100 80 0.89 1.1	105
acetonitrile 44 82 36.6 0.34 1.5	105
valeronitrile 96 140 20 0.71 1.5	105
3Methoxypropionitrile 57 165 36 1.1 45	106
1methyl3
propylimidazoliumiodide
55   880 1.9	107
































device. In DSC, a backscattering TiO2 layer has been employed in order to enhance light
harvesting by reflecting the unabsorbed photons back into the dyed photoelectrode.24
However,thescatterlayereliminatesthetransparencyofthedevice,oneofthemainattractive
ofthistechnology.
Photonic crystals (PC) are periodic nanostructures with optical properties capable of
affect selectively the propagation of electromagnetic waves. In the same manner as a Bragg
diffractor,25 three dimensional inverted opals are able to reflect selected wavelengths
remaining transparent for the rest.26 From this base, PC have been chosen in DSC for the
enhancement of light harvesting in specific parts of the spectrum while retaining cell
transparency.27,28 Efficiency increase up to 30% has been achieved by introducing an one
dimensional PC in a dyesolar cell. The improvement was also observed in the IPCE (incident
photontocurrent conversion efficiency) of these cells. A deleterious effect appeared in the
opencircuitpotentialandfillfactorofthedevice.27Thisfactindicatesanimpedimentforionic


















to achieve the desired monolayer thickness, several depositions of the same precursor
suspensionwerecarriedout.Thesubstratesusedtodepositmonolayer’sandmultilayerswere
silicon and glass, respectively. Both substrates were previously treated to enhance their













layers of spherical silica particles and titania nanocrystals. The latter was mixed with PEG in weight
relationsof(a)0%and(b)75%withrespecttotheweightofnpTiO2intheprecursorsuspension.White
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parallel development of characterization techniques is essential in order to achieve more
preciseandquickermethodstounderstandthesolarcellbehavior.Adetailedknowledgeofthe
internalprocessesgoverning thedevicewill launch thedevelopmentofbetterDSCs focusing
the efforts in solving the specific problem limiting the performance of the cell instead of
gropingforsolutions.
Thefirststepinsolarcellcharacterizationisthedeterminationofsolarcellefficiency.As
explained in section1.3 the light intensity and spectragivenbya standard solar simulator is
calibrated toAM1.5 (100mWcm2) inorder tocomparetheefficiencyof thedevicescoming
from different laboratories. A jV curve will show many valuable characteristics, as the Voc,
relatedwithboththeenergeticsofthematerialsandtherecombinationrate, jsc,relatedwith
the electron generation and injection and FF related with the existence and magnitude of
different internal resistances. Sometimes this information result ambiguous and one must
resort to specific measurement techniques for resolve the different contributions of each
elementinaDSC.
3.2 CurrentdensityVoltagecurves(jV)






 1/0  TmkqVsc Bejjj  (3.1)
wherejistheelectricalcurrentdensity,Visthevoltagedifferencebetweenthecontacts,
jsctheshortcircuitcurrentdensity,j0thedarkreversecurrentdensity,qtheelectroncharge,kB
Boltzmann’sconstantandT theabsolutetemperature.Thecoefficientm iscalledthe ideality
factor that foran idealdiodem=1. Inelectrochemical systemsthe transfer factor=1/m, is
morecommonlyusedinEq.(3.1),with<1.
In Eq. (3.1) the total photogeneration per unit area is represented by jsc. Short circuit
current isproportional to the incident light intensity (0) and thepropertiesofabsorptionof







(V) and expressed by the Boltzmann statistics, assuming a non linear charge transfer of
electronsinTiO2toelectrolyte(m>1or<1).1

Figure3.1:Atypical jVcurveunder illumination (red line) indicating jscandVoc.Blue line is the
powercurve,indicatingthemaximumpowerpoint(Pmax)andcorrespondingjmaxandVmax.




jVFF maxmax  (3.2)
Fill factor of a DSC reaches typical values of 0.60.8. The value of this parameter is
strongly influenced by the presence of internal series resistances, possible leakage currents
crossingthecellandalsothevalueof.2,3 Insiliconsolarcells leakagecurrentsaredescribed
through shunt resistance (Rsh). The closest element to Rsh existing in DSC is the back layer
recombination,Rbl, (seesection3.3).This resistance isvoltagedependentand its influence is
notfullyunderstood.









 maxmax  (3.3)
Usually Pinc is established to AM1.5 (100 mWcm2) however, is interesting the use of a





The main processes causing losses in solar cell performance are defined as the charge
transferbetweenTiO2substrateandelectrolyte(Rbl)andthevoltagedroporiginatedbyseries
resistances inthedevice(Rseries).Taking intoaccountthe influenceofRblandseriesresistance


















































of charge transfer in a semiconductor/electrolyte phase is governed by the ButlerVolmer
relation.4Figure3.2representthesimulatedjVcurvesemployingequation(3.4)andvaryingRbl
(a),Rseries(b)andthedarkcurrent(j0)inrepresentationofRrec(c).
Figure 3.2: Effect of (a) shunt resistance, (b) series resistance and (c) j0 representing
recombination resistance in the shape of jV curve. (d) Electric circuit following the standard diode










low potentials region and reducing FF, as we can see in Figure 3.2(a). Low Rbl will decrease
mainly theopencircuitpotential.Ontheotherhand,seeFigure3.2(b), the increaseofseries
resistance(Rseries)produceadecreaseoftheslopeofjVcurveintheregionnearVoc,highRseries
decreasemainlytheshortcircuitcurrent.Finally,highelectronrecombinationratebetweenthe
TiO2 and the electrolyte species produce a decrease on Voc, while FF is not significatively
affected.




Impedancespectroscopy (IS) isacharacterizationmethodwhichworkswith thesystem
under “ideally” steady state conditions. Since the 1970s it has been largely applied in
electrochemistry thanks to the possibility to separate charge transfer, transport and
accumulationeventsoccurringatthesametimeinseveralmaterialsbothsolidandliquidsand
theirinterfaces.5Thisisthankstothedifferentcharacteristictimesatwhicheachprocesstakes
place. Therefore the analysis at different frequencies allows separate electrical mechanisms
thatDC techniques arenot able to resolve individually. Theelectrochemical characterof the






of angular frequencies (). The small perturbation is necessary for a linear dependence
















measurement for hours, if this analysis is repeated for different applied bias. Long
measurements have more probability of a change in steady state conditions, affecting the
measured parameters. On the other side, scanning at low frequencies is often necessary,
especially in non explored systems in order to identify slow processes. For this reason an
Chapter3:MeasurementsandElectricalCharacterization
equilibrium between measurement speed and precision should be found, and this is often
aidedbyexperience.

Figure 3.3:  (a) Large amplitude voltage signal in curved areas of the iV curve produce a non
linearresponseof the impedance. (b)Largeamplitudevoltagesignalat lowvoltagesof thetypical iV
curve will produce a linear response. The exponential part of the iV curve, in contrast, needs lower




Voc). (ii)ACvoltage,usually takesvaluesof1020mV,athighvoltages IS ismoresensitive to
highperturbations(seeFigure3.3(a)and(b)),thisvalueshouldbetakencarefullyinorderto
geta linear response. (iii) Temperatureand (iv) Illumination, shouldbeconstantalong the IS
measurementsothatsteadystateconditionsarekept.
Theimpedanceresponsecanbeanalyzedintermsofequivalentcircuits.Inthisprocess,
the important issue is to correlate the observed IS behavior with the physical processes




To understand the circuit employed for DSC, it is necessary to describe the concept of
transmissionlinemodel.Incertainexperimentalconditions,theelectrochemicalimpedanceof
ananostructureddisordered system iswelldescribedby thecouplingof transportalongone
resistivechannelandtheinterfacialreactionmodeledasaresistorcapacitorcircuit.14
Here, the transmission line (TL) model describes the diffusion of electrons in the TiO2
togetherwiththeirrecombinationwiththeholes intheelectrolyte.Otherresistivecapacitive








Figure 3.4: The general transmissionline equivalent circuit for a liquid electrolyte DSC, the
element Zd accounts for diffusion of the redox species in the electrolyte. rtr and rrec are the specific
resistancesperunitvolume.



















































ionic species in the electrolyte (Dn) and electron diffusion length through TiO2 (Ln) can be
calculatedby:13










RLDL    (3.11)
3.4 Fittingtoacircuitmodel
Inordertoextractthedifferentelectricalparameters fromsolarcell,measured ISdata
are fit to the proper equivalent circuit. For this purpose the ZView software package is
employed which uses a non linear least square method to fit experimental data. The most
commonequivalentcirciutsusedtointerpretetheimpedancedataaredescribedasfollows.
The Nyquist plot obtained by Impedance Spectroscopy is varying along the range of







At intermediate potentials, the whole transmission line circuit is required as TiO2
contributes with its full resistance and C. Only electrolyte diffusion resistance remains
negligible.
At high potentials, EFn is close enough to the CB to yield a high electron concentration








elementpresents a valuevery similar to that from the recombinationarc. In such cases, the










Results of recombination resistance (Rrec) and chemical capacitance (C) obtained from
thefittingoftheNyquistplotsoftheimpedancespectraarerepresentedaftersubstractingthe
effectoftheseriesresistances,
seriesappF VVV   (3.12)







dPtFTOseries RRRR   (3.14)























qNj electrongen   (3.17)





























  dIPCEqjsc )()(  (3.20)
For high performance DSC, the spectral response (IPCE) should match the spectral
distributionofsunlight. InFigure3.6,redcurverepresentsareddye(N719)thatmatchesthe
solar spectra in the visible better than the dye YD20 does, N719sensitized DSC gives higher
photocurrentthanYD20DSC.

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possible improvements for enhancing device performances come through the Voc
enhancement.
The open circuit voltage (Voc) in a dye solar cell is given by the energetic difference
between theFermi levelofelectrons (EFn) and theFermi levelofholes (EFp),whichcoincides







energy level of TiO2 CB (Ec) in respect to the LUMO of the dye. In addition, the density of
localized states (DOS) under the CB together with the electron recombination flux in the
semiconductororiginatesfurtherloweringintheEFnvalue.Themaximumattainablevoltageis
thenreducedto:3,4












In contrast, energetic level mismatches are fundamental to ensure electron or hole
injectionfromthedyetotheelectron/holeacceptorsinordertoseparatethephotogenerated
charge. The downwards shift of Ec in the semiconductor leads to an enhancement of the
electroninjectionefficiencyfromthedyetotheTiO2.ThehigherthedistancebetweenLUMO
leveloftheexciteddyeandtheCBofTiO2themorefavorablethechargetransfer.57

























where jrec is the current for charge losses produced by recombination. Inmany cases, it has
beenfoundthat



























place, cox, the concentration of acceptor species (here ) in the electrolyte,  the


























Thisexpression isverysimilar toothersgenerallyused in the literaturebutusingdirect
experimentalparametersobtainedfromIS.9
CBdependence
Aquick look toEq. (4.6)allowsconcluding that, ifanalyzingsampleswithsimilar the
changes in the value of jsc only may produce small modifications in Voc, the main element
determiningthedifferencesinVocistheprefactor,R0,oftherecombinationresistance.
Tocompletethisanalysis it isneededtoknowtheoriginoftheobserveddifferences in
Rrec.Eq.(4.4)showsthedependenceofR0(andthenVoc)inboththeenergydifferenceEcEredox
and the ratekr, atwhich the electrons in TiO2 are lost.Quantificationof the contributionof
each of these effects to the voltage is feasible with data obtained from impedance
spectroscopy:Firstitisneededtohaveanestimationofthepositionoftheconductionband,or
at least of the CB shift (Ec). Then, using the definition of the voltage at the equivalent
conductionbandposition8
qEVV cFecb / , (4.7)
it is possible to compare all the samples at a voltage in which the TiO2 contains the same



































porosityof the film.Nt is an intrinsic propertyof TiO2 thatmaybeaffectedby the synthesis
methodof thenanoparticles, theelectrolyte compositionor the adsorbedmolecules.At this
stagewecanonlyuseestimationsfrompreviouspapers,Nt=2.51019cm3,12andweassume
minimalvariationsofthisvalue.ShiftsinthecapacitancedataobtainedfromISareequivalent







The use of different additives such anionic and cationic molecules dissolved in the
electrolyteallowstomodifyconductionbandpositionorrateofchargetransferinacontrolled
mannerastheirinteractionwiththesemiconductorsurfaceproduceswellknowneffects.
Thus, the position of the conduction band edge (Ec) is affected by protonation or





additives and solvents. The effect of each component is described in Section 2.2.4 and the
compositionofallelectrolytesisindicatedinTable4.1.
Name BMII I2 GuSCN LiI tBP Solvent
A 0.6M 0.03M 0.1M  0.5M A/V(85:15)
B  0.05M  0.5M 0.5M MPN
C  0.05M  0.5M  MPN
D 0.6M 0.03M 0.1M  0.5M MPN
Table 4.1: Composition of electrolytes employed in the fabrication of DSCs. The solvents
denominationsareMPNformethoxypropionitrile,andA/Vforamixtureofacetonitrileandvaleronitrile
85:15involume.
The solar cell parameters obtained for DSCwith four different electrolytes under 1sun
illumination intensityaredepicted inTable4.2and jV curvesof thesecellsarepresented in
Figure4.2.
Name Voc(V) Jsc(mA/cm2) FF (%)
CellA 0.716 12.92 0.67 6.19
CellB 0.650 16.91 0.53 5.95
CellC 0.462 18.30 0.44 3.70
CellD 0.758 11.00 0.63 5.22
Table4.2:PhotovoltaicperformanceoftheDSCscontainingdifferentelectrolytecomposition.





















Figure 4.3: jVF curves (a) and impedance results of the cells with different electrolytes. (b)
















Parameters CellA CellB CellC CellD
AverageRseries() 15.1 15.8 22.3 27.3
R0(cm2) 6.82105 2.05105 1.13104 2.87106
 0.439 0.443 0.477 0.452
 0.282 0.308 0.349 0.259
CalculatedVoc(V) 0.712 0.651 0.454 0.768
ExperimentalVoc(V) 0.716 0.650 0.462 0.758
EcEredox(eV) 0.976 0.801 0.618 0.936
Ec/qvs.ref(mV) Ref. 180 330 50
Vk(mV) Ref. +114 +78 +96
VRrec(mV) Ref. 66 252 +44
Table 4.3: Photovoltaic parameters obtained from IS analysis: Rseries represents the series
resistance of the cell; R0 is the recombination prefactor parameter from Eq. (4.3); is the charge
transfer coefficient for recombinationofelectrons;calculatedVoc is theopen circuit voltageobtained
fromEq. (4.5)atT=305K; is theexponentialelectrontrapdistributionparameter;EcEredox thevalue
estimatedfromEq.(4.8),p=0.5andL=7m;Ec/qvs.refistheshiftintheconductionbandofTiO2.A
negativevalueimplyadownwardsshiftoftheconductionband.Itistheenergyshiftneededtocompare
all the cells at the same conduction band level obtained after displacing the capacitances in Figure
4.3(b);Vk is thevoltagedifference inRrecdue to thedifferences in recombination rates;VRrec is the
sumofEcvs.ref.andVk.
ThedatainTable4.3andFigure4.3(c)showthedifferentdisplacementoftheCBtowards
lower energies for samples B, C andD respect the sampleA. The small difference found for
samplesAandD indicates that thechange insolventhasaminorrole inchangingtheCB. In







other words, it is possible to calculate the rate constant contribution to the photovoltage,
despite the fact that absolute valuesofkr couldnotbeestimatedand thevalueofNs is not




















Finally, small contributions from the jscmay fulfill the small differences betweenVRrec




Over the last years, lot of research for the DSC improvement has been focused in the
developmentofnovelsensitizers.Commonly,thesevariationsconsistinsmallvariationsofthe
main structure as the substitution of functional groups. These changes focuses in the
enhancement of light harvesting and to improve the molecule anchoring on TiO2 surface.
However,paralleleffectsontherecombinationrateofthecellmaybeobserved.Inthissection
the ISmethoddevelopedabovewill beemployed in theanalysisofDSCwith threedifferent
porphyrindyeswithunknowneffectonVoc.
Inthepresentstudy,threeporphyrinsensitizersweredesignedbasedonthestructureof
YD2oC8, the dye employed in DSCwith 12.3% record (see Figure 4.5).17 Themodifications
were focused in an extended conjugation in order to enhance the lightharvesting ability.




acceptor group (ethynylbenzoic acid) the same as that of YD2oC8 butwith different donor
























YD20 161 0.676 17.43 0.69 8.1
YD21 132 0.631 12.05 0.72 5.5
YD22 134 0.634 14.87 0.70 6.6
Table4.4:PhotovoltaicperformanceofporphyrinbasedDSC.
The photocurrent obtained in jV curves matches with the IPCE measurement (Figure




From the fitting of the impedance spectra for the three DSC, Rrec and C have been
obtained, represented inFigure4.7.Allparametersobtained fromtheanalysisof the ISdata
aredetailedinTable4.5.
Figure 4.7: Impedance results of the cells with different porphyrin dyes. (a) Recombination
resistance between the semiconductor and the acceptor species in the electrolyte. (b) Chemical
capacitanceoftheTiO2.
InafirstviewofFigure4.7itisobservedalesssignificantdependenceofrecombination
rate and CB position by varying the dye structure in a DSC rather than the electrolyte
composition.Eventhesmall shiftsobserved in theseplots itwouldbepossible todistinguish
slight differences between dyes. From Figure 4.7(b), the relative position of the conduction
band edge of TiO2 (Ec/q) may be estimated in the same manner it was performed in the
previoussection.Throughthesecalculations, itwasestimatedanEcdisplacementforYD21of
+4mVandYD22 10mVwith respect toYD20, indicating that all theTiO2 conductionbands
remainalmostunchangedforthethreedyes.
Parameters YD20 YD21 YD22
AverageRseries() 14.5 15.7 16.8
R0(cm2) 3.3108 4.2107 2.1107
 0.713 0.645 0.603







Parameters YD20 YD21 YD22
CalculatedVoc(V) 0.691 0.662 0.684
ExperimentalVoc(V) 0.676 0.631 0.634
EcEredox(eV) 0.790 0.789 0.781
Ec/qvs.ref(mV) Ref. +4 10
Vk(mV) Ref. 33 9
VRrec(mV) Ref. 29 19







YD20 has the larger recombination resistance andVoc, whereas YD21 and YD22 have similar
values ofRrec showing almost the sameVoc. In addition, the small differences found for the
positionoftheconductionbandedge(Ec)mayalsohelptofinetunetherolesofthelinkerin
theseZn–porphyrindyes.TakingasareferenceYD20,Ecwasleveledforallsamples.




for the poor performance of the YD21 device. These results allow us tomake a conclusion:
comparedtotheYD20device, thesmallerVocofYD22wasduetoasmallshift inconduction
band but the smallerVoc of YD21was due to a significant charge recombination, seeVk in
Table 4.5. From the structural viewpoint, theuseof cyanoacrylic acid as an acceptor and an
anchoringgroup inYD21mightprovidemore freespace (lessamountofdyeloading) for the
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remainshigh,making this technologysuitable for indoorapplications, cloudyplacesandhigh
light incidenceangle installations,asfacades.14This isthankstothehigh internalareaofthe
nanoporousfilmandhighscatteringabilityoftheTiO2nanoparticles.
On the other side, DSC does not present a dramatical efficiency drop at high
temperatures, in comparison to Si or CdTe solar cells.5 In contrast, in a wide range of
temperatures, from 20ºC to 80ºC, amaximum in device performance is found close to the
normaloperationcelltemperature(NOCT)around50ºC.3Theoriginofthisbehavior isdueto
the combination ofmany factors, as the variation of internal resistances or energetic shifts,
affectingthefinalefficiency.




Dye solar cells are known to vary their efficiency with aging. Several previous studies




mayremainalmostconstant forgooddeviceswithtime ifstoredunderdarkconditions,or it
may decrease progressively when undergoing light soaking and warming test cycles. In this
workwe focus in the studyof temperatureeffects inDSC, for this reasona stability testhas
beenperformedinordertominimizetheeffectsofcellagingontheresultsobtained.
TheDSCinthisworkwerefabricatedfollowingthestandardproceduredetailedinSection
2.3. N719 was employed as sensitizer, and the electrolyte wasMPNbased, containing BMII
0.6M,I20.03M,GuSCN0.1MandtBP0.5M.Fivecellswerepreparedforstatisticalsignificance,
anda500hstabilitytestwasperformed.ParametersshowninFigure5.1wereextractedfromj
















this conditions, the environmental temperature may vary depending on the latitude from
several degrees Celsius below 0 in winter season in northern countries up to 4050ºC in
summerandnearthetropics.Underfullsunlightirradiance,thetemperatureinthesurfaceofa
photovoltaicdevicemayriseupto60ºC.9 Inmostof theexistingphotovoltaic technologies it
has been reported a decrease of device performance with rising temperatures.10 Thus, is






are detailed in Table 5.1. In Figure 5.2(a), it may be observed that the rise in temperature
Chapter5:TemperatureeffectsinDSC
produces an onset of photocurrent at lower potentials and thus under illumination (Figure
5.2(b))thisshiftistranslatedintoadecreaseofopencircuitvoltage.
Figure5.2: JVcurvesatdifferenttemperaturesobtainedafter ISmeasurements indark (a)and
illumination(b)conditions.Arrowsindicatethedirectionoftemperatureincrease.





extra contribution from the accelerated recombination kinetics at temperatures exceeding
50ºC.
T(ºC) Jsc(mAcm2) Voc(V) FillFactor (%) Rseries(cm2)
7 10.3 0.82 0.60 5.10 9.9
2 10.3 0.81 0.61 5.14 8.6
3 10.3 0.82 0.61 5.19 8.5
10 10.3 0.80 0.63 5.16 6.8
20 10.3 0.76 0.63 4.95 6.5
30 10.3 0.75 0.64 4.95 5.8
40 10.3 0.72 0.64 4.74 5.9
50 10.3 0.67 0.65 4.49 5.5
60 10.3 0.65 0.66 4.44 5.3












Equation (3.14) in section 3.5 indicates themain contributions toRseries (see Table 5.1): the
chargetransferresistanceattheplatinizedcounterelectrode(RPt),diffusionresistanceofions














the counter electrode and diffusion resistance in the electrolyte presented comparable
contributionstoRseries.
Figure5.3(b)showsthatRPtindarkandunderilluminationpresentthesamevaluesboth
rising as the temperature diminishes. This result indicates that the counter is in thermal
equilibriumwith the cooling plateoverwhich it is located.Note that for allowing thebetter
illuminationpossible,thecounterelectrodesideoftheDSCisincontactwiththerefrigerating
Peltier element. The reduction inRPt, with rising temperatures is due to the acceleration of
chargetransferkineticswiththeredoxregeneration.
Diffusion resistance of the electrolyte shown in Figure 5.3(c) presents variations both,
with illumination conditions and external temperature of the cell. At high temperatures a
decrease in the electrolyte resistance is expected under illumination as the increased









the electrolyte between these two electrodes, constrained to 15 m. In these conditions
electrical measurements provide a value of Rd associated with the average viscosity of the
electrolyte.

Figure 5.4: (a) Changes the resistanceof two1 cm2 FTO sampleswith temperature.As for our
samplestheirchange isminimalwithaslight increasewithrising temperatures.Changeswithapplied
potentialarelowerthan5%.Theeffectofpotentialisrelevantbothforcounterelectroderesistance(b)
and diffusion resistance (c). At low temperatures these resistances take larger values than at high
temperatures.Theminimum inRd  in (c)occursnearVocwhen thecurrent is crossing thecell is zero.
Note that the overlap between recombination and diffusion arc shown in Figure 5.12 produces
increasingerrors(>20%)inthevaluesofRdatthelowerpotentials,seeexperimentalsection.




The value ofRseries in each cell is important for an accurate analysis of the parameters
associatedwith TiO2. As described in section 3.5,Rseries is needed to correctVapp and obtain
reliablevaluesof the internalvoltagedrop in the film,Furtheranalysis in this sectionwillbe
basedonVF.












temperature, the relatively largedisplacement of the chemical capacitance and the constant
slope vs. the potential are not compatible with an explanation based on Helmholtz
contribution.29
Figure5.5:ValuesofTiO2capacitances:(a)indarkand(b)underilluminationconditions.
Other possible origin of the shift in C could be on changes in the Eredox (EF0) due to
temperature. Nernst equation has been used to calculate the change in Eredox yielding to a




the reduction on Ec level during measurements which, within the experimental error, was
nearlythesamebothfordarkandlightmeasurements,takensequentially.
MovementofthepositionoftheEcduringagingofcellsisaphenomenonwellknownby
experimentalists in the field. It dependson time and alsoonmeasurement conditions,what
producesa varietyofbehaviors: sometimesEc riseswith time,18 commonly in fresh samples,
andinotheroccasionsitdrops.19Inourcase,thecellswerepreagedduring500h,asexplained
in section 5.1, before the ISmeasurements to increase stability and reproducibility of data.
Repeatedmeasurementat20ºCaftercompletingthemeasurementsofthetemperatureseries
yielded to similarEc value obtained at this temperature during the seriesmeasurement (see










Figure 5.6: Values of conduction band position during the measurements. Green triangle
representsCBpositionafterallISmeasurements,at20ºCandunderdarkconditions.




T(ºC) 7 2 3 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Ec/q(mV)dark Ref. 2 14 34 47 61 80 87 96 109




can be analyzed independently from Ec position. In the dark, Figure 5.7(a), the onset in









conduction band energy respect to the measurements taken at 50ºC. (a) In the dark and (b) under
illumination, all thecurves for temperaturesbelow40ºCoverlapverywellwithina±5mVVoc interval
error.
T(ºC) Jsc(mAcm2) Voc(V) FillFactor (%)
7 10.3 0.82 0.60 5.10
2 10.3 0.82 0.61 5.19
3 10.3 0.82 0.62 5.22
10 10.3 0.82 0.64 5.40
20 10.3 0.81 0.65 5.42
30 10.3 0.82 0.66 5.61
40 10.3 0.80 0.67 5.59
50 10.3 0.79 0.69 5.64
60 10.3 0.76 0.70 5.48
70 10.3 0.73 0.71 5.33
Table5.3:CharacteristicparametersdeterminingtheefficiencyofDSCinFigure5.7(b).




once the short circuitphotocurrent is fixed,Voc isdeterminedby recombinationkinetics that
maybeanalyzedthroughtherecombinationresistance.11,21,22
AccordingtoEq.(4.5)andEq.(4.6)fromsection4.2,thelargerRrecobtainedinthedark
(Jsc = 0, Voc = 0), the smaller current density at a given potential. Under illumination this
conditionforRrecyieldstoalargerphotopotential.ThustheanalysisofRrecwillbeusedinthe
descriptionoftheJVcurvesobtainedinthiswork.






Figure 5.8: Values of TiO2 recombination resistances versus the equivalent conduction band
potentialindark(a)andunderillumination(b).Linesin(b)representRrecindarkconditionsfor40ºCto
70ºC.Blackarrowsindicatetheincreaseoftemperature.
Thedecreaseof recombination resistancewith increasing temperature shown in Figure
5.8(a)and (b), is associated toadecrease inR0 and it is responsible for theonsetof current
lossesoccurringatlowerpotentials,astheapplicationofEq.(4.5)describe.11Thebehaviorof
Rrec in the dark is the expected one, attributed to a higher reaction kinetics of electrolyte
acceptor species on the semiconductor surface due to the rising temperature.13 However,





(i) The real temperature of the TiO2 layerwas increased to a value close to 40ºC for all the
measurements done up to this temperature. Thiswould imply that the heat accumulated
into the active film due to the light absorption cannot be efficiently evacuated, neither




(ii) A secondpossibility could be that the increased concentrationof acceptor species in the
electrolyte (i.e. I3) close to the TiO2 surface after dye regeneration would increase the
recombination to levels close to those occurring at 40ºC in the dark. For higher
temperatures, faster recombination kinetics may dominate the process over the I3
concentrationinthesamemannerthanindarkmeasurements.









The result of the combination of the behavior of recombination and series resistances
produces the characteristic shape of DSC the efficiency temperature curve shown in Figure
5.10.Ourdata, takenfrom JVapp curvesafterEc correction,seeFigure5.7(b)andTable5.3,
havebeennormalizedtobeableofcomparingtheresultswithdatapublishedfromSonyfora
9.3% efficient DSC 17 cm2 module.3 The good match found suggest the same mechanisms
dominatingthebehaviorofbothcellandmodule.
Therefore at low temperatures while recombination in the TiO2 film is constant, the
decreaseof the counter anddiffusion contributions to the total series resistanceof theDSC
with increasing temperatures improvesFF.Between20and40ºCbothRrec andRseries present
littlechangesandsodoesefficiency.Above40ºCthedecreaseinrecombinationresistanceand
thus theVoc, produce a reduction in the efficiency thatmay not be compensatedby further
increases in FF. For these temperatures, see Figure 5.2, Rseries is dominated by the nearly
constantRFTO,whileRdstabilizesandRPtpresentonlyasmallreduction.
As mentioned above, the fact that the maximum efficiency in a DSC is obtained at a











Table 5.3 normalized tomatch the published data of a 9.3% efficient 17 cm2 DSCmodule (red void
circles).3Yellowsquarerepresentstheestimationobtainedfortherecord9.9%efficientmoduletaking
into consideration the extra energy collected by DSCs in real outdoor conditions. pcSi experimental
(green triangles) stands for data from a commercial polycrystalline silicon solar module and CdTe
estimated(orangedashline)isthesimulationofa11%modulewithtemperaturecoefficient0.25%K1.
Thedotted linemarksNOCT temperature,whereperformancecomparisonapproaches realoperation
conditions.
RecordDSCmodulesreaching9.9%efficiencyarenotsofarfromthevaluesobtainedfor
these standard and commercial panels.23 Furthermore, the ability of DSC to capture low
incidence angle and diffuse light results in both an extension of energy production hours in
staticinstallationsandahigherefficiencyincloudydays.1,4Energyproductionincreasesof10%
insunnydaysand20%incloudydayshavebeenreportedforDSCwithrespecttopcSimodules
foroutdoor installationswiththesamenominalpower.1,4Partofthis rise inenergyoutput is
due to the lower real efficiency of pcSi at NOCT, asmentioned above. If the larger energy
productionperWattPeakinstalledweretranslatedintoanincreaseinthe“effective”efficiency
ofDSC,andarough5%increaseisconsidered,thecomparableperformanceoftheDSCwould










TiO2 is thesame forexternal temperatures rangingbetween 7and40ºC.Thiseffectmaybe
duetothecombinedeffectofariseinthetemperatureofactivefilmandtheincreaseinthe
acceptorspeciesintheelectrolyteclosetotheTiO2surfaceafterdyeregenerationunderhigh
light intensity. The constant recombination resistance pattern in this range of temperatures
determines the constantVoc attained for data compared at the sameposition of conduction
band.Thedecreaseintotalseriesresistancewithrisingtemperaturesproducesanincreasein
FF and thus inefficiencyup to thishigh temperature.Above40ºC recombinationaccelerates
producing a decay in Voc. As further reduction in series resistance is limited, efficiency
decreases above 40ºC are observed. Finally we remarked that for a correct comparison of
efficienciesbetweensolar technologies thevaluesatoperating temperatures shouldbeused








The analysis of series resistances obtained from IS measurements, in section 5.4 are
crucial for the interpretationof thetemperatureeffects inDSCperformance.However,some
assumptionshavebeendone inthefittingprocedurebeforeobtainingthevaluesforRFTO,RPt
andRdemployedinthework.
In the case of FTO resistance shown in Figure 5.11 it may be observed a decrease of
resistancewith the increasedappliedpotential. The variation ismorepronounced forhigher




and changes of RFTO and RPt may be observed at both 10ºC (a) and 50º (b) in dark conditions. The
decreaseinresistancewiththeappliedpotential isabout0.5withanexternaltemperatureof10ºC,
andabout0.7for50ºC.
The arc corresponding to charge transfer resistance at the counter electrode is also
appearinginFigure5.11.Itmaybeobservedthelargevariationbothwiththeappliedpotential
and temperature, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 4(b). For potentials below 0.55V, this arc is
overlapped by the transmission line or the recombination contribution. For this reason the
valueofRptobtainedherepresentsrelativelylargeerrors.TheabsoluteRPtvaluetakenateach
temperature shown in Figure 5.3(b) corresponds to themean value of the resistance in the
potentialrangefrom0.6to0.95V.
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In the stateof theartof theDSCs few improvements couldbedoneas the theoretical
maximum efficiency attainable for DSC (around 1420%) is almost reached by the best
efficiency cell in lab scale (12%). Due to the sensibility of the chargetransport and
recombination dynamics in a DSC, changing the cell materials or interphase usually cause a
balancebetween the increaseofphotocurrentwithadetrimentaleffectonphotovoltage,or
viceversa.1Oneway to improveDSCefficiencywithoutaltering theactivematerialsand thus
the kineticbalance, is to increase the lightharvestingefficiencyof thedevice.Concentrators
have been already successfully employed to increase CIGS and aSi solar cells efficiencies
focusing in the increase of the incident light to the device.2 Another technique consist in













Figure 6.1: Examples of two photonic crystal structures: (a) TiO2 inverted opal structure,



















different 1D PCs under onesun illumination. The lattice parameters are 120±10nm (green), and
160±10nm (red). The JV curve for a reference cell with the same ncTiO2 electrode is also plotted
(black). The inset shows the corresponding specular reflectance spectra of the PCbased solar cell
(absoluteunits)togetherwiththeabsorptionspectrumoftherutheniumdye(arbitraryunits).(RIGHT)
a)Efficiency,b)shortcircuitcurrentIsc,c)opencircuitvoltageVoc,andd)fillfactor,FF,ofthesamples
plotted in the jV curve, under illumination at different light intensities. (Figures extracted fromAdv.
Mater.2009,21,764–770)9
6.2 Photoniccrystals
As introduced in section 2.2.6 photonic crystals consist in onedimensional periodic
nanostructuresofalternatedmaterialswithdifferentdielectricconstants.Thesestructurescan
reflect selectively photons with desired wavelengths, thus being suitable for photovoltaic
applications. The electrochemical character of the DSCs requires an interconnected porous
media throughwhere ionsmove. For these reasonporousonedimensionalphotonic crystals
(1DPCs)havebeenstudied forDSCapplication.Between thedifferentpossible techniques to
createporous1DPCs,1113 themost versatile is thedepositionofnanoparticle suspensionsby
spin or dip coating.14 Higher dielectric contrast it is found for multilayers built by alternate
depositionofamorphousSiO2andnanocrystallineTiO2.15However,thesmallporesizeofthese







SiO2 layers and then eliminated to generate amore open interconnected void network. This
allowedthecontrolofboththedegreeofporosityandtheporesizedistributionofTiO2 (np
TiO2) and SiO2 nanoparticle (npSiO2) layers integrated in 1DPCs. In this section it will be
demonstrated the improved mass transport through the asprepared nanoparticle 1DPCs
throughthediffusionanalysismadebyIS.
Thestudiedphotoniccrystalsinthisworkconsistin8alternatedlayersofTiO2/SiO2spin
coated films, the fabrication procedure is detailed in section 2.2.6. Different weight
concentrationsofPEGhavebeenaddedtotheTiO2andSiO2precursorsinordertomodifythe
porosityofthe1DPC.Table6.1describesthecharacteristicsoftheasprepared1DPC.
Sample PEGinSiO2(%) PEGinTiO2(%) Porosity(%) Thickness(nm)
TiO20 0 0 45.5 600
TiO225 0 25 49.5 520
TiO250 0 50 50.5 400
TiO275 0 75 52 440





suspensions. In this basis 1DPCs were built in order to prove that these new highly porous
layerscanalsobeintegratedinastackthatpresentsphotoniccrystalproperties.
Thevaluesof theeffectiverefractive indexofeach layerwithintheperiodicstackwere
estimatedanddetailed inTable6.2. It canbenoticed that theporosityof thenpTiO2 layers
remainspracticallyunalteredafterbeing integrated in theBraggreflectorwhencomparedto
thatmeasuredformonolayer.









Table 6.2: Refractive index (neff) of the different nanoparticle monolayer and multilayers,
estimatedfromtheanalysisoftheopticalreflectance.










npTiO2 and npSiO2 in those multilayers showing enhanced porosity, which diminishes the
scatteringstrengthofthelattice.Also,aclearnarrowingofthepeakspectralwidthisobserved











chloroplatinic acid aqueous solution using a Pt sheet as a counter electrode and applying a
potential of 1.5 V during 1minute.Dark FTO electrodeswere obtainedmeaning that a high
concentrationofPtwasdepositedoverthesurface.Withthecatalysttreatment,theelectrode
SnO2 substrates aremade extremely activewith respect to the iodide/triiodide reaction and
couldwellhaveexchangecurrentsaround200mA/cm2.16





ensures to reach a distancebetweenelectrodes equal to thephotonic crystal thickness. The
removalofexternalFTOavoidsbothshortcircuitingofthecellsanddirectdiffusionof iodide
betweenuncoveredFTOlayers,minimizingedgeeffects.Theconductivestripsoftheopposed
electrodes were oriented in contrary faces also to prevent short circuits. The iodine
concentrationused in theelectrolyte is lowerthanthat found in literaturebecausetheshort
distancebetweenelectrodesmakes itmoredifficulttoreachthecurrentsaturationregime.17
Furthermore, apure ionic liquidwasnecessary in this experiment tobothavoidevaporation











limiting current (jlim) plateau (Figure 6.5(b)) of the jV curves. These results prove the
enhancementofmasstransportofanelectrolyteembeddedin1DPCasaresultofthecontrol
ofporosity.


























and the contacts, RPt and CPt are the chargetransfer resistance and doublelayer capacitance at the
counterelectrode(platinizedFTOglass)andZdistheWarburgelementshowingtheNernstdiffusionof
I3inelectrolyte.
It allows analyzing separately the physical processes of carrier transport and charge




associated to FTO, contacts and wires, RPt and CPt are the chargetransfer resistance and
doublelayer capacitance from the platinized electrodes, respectively, and Zd is the diffusion






2LD d  (6.2)
thatyieldedvalues comprisedbetween1.5and2.5108 cm2s1 (seeFigure6.7), ingood
agreementwithdataobtainedfromjlimcalculations.18

Figure 6.7: Dashed lines represent diffusion coefficient calculated from jlim (Eq. 6.1) and dots
representDvaluesobtainedfromISdata(Equation3).
Thevaluesofdiffusioncoefficientareoneorderofmagnitudelowerthanthoseobtained
in the free electrolyte (0.2M I2) or even for 10 mthick nanostructured TiO2 layer (0.03M
I2),17,19indicatingcertaindifficultiesinthetransportofI3throughthe1DPC.Weassociatethese
lowvaluesofDwiththeincreasedtortuosityandconstrictivityintroducedbythe1DPCrelative
to the free electrolyte. The significant error introduced by estimating film thickness and






Figure 6.8(a) displays Rd as obtained from the analysis of the impedance spectra
















be observedwhile, consequently, the opposite trend is observed for jlim, as shown in Figure
6.5(b). It should also be noticed that this enhancedmass transport must be caused by the




Impedance spectroscopy analysis confirms that multilayers built using mixtures of
nanoparticles andPEGalways present larger effective sections for thediffusionof I3species,








The porous mesostructure of the TiO2 and SiO2 films was assessed by Specular
ReflectancePorosimetry(SRP).Thistechniqueallowstoobtaintheeffectiverefractiveindexof
eachoneofthefilmsand,byusingtheBruggemanequation,analyzetheevolutionofboththe
overall porosity and the pore size distribution as the concentration of PEG in the precursor
liquidvaries.24




by simulating and fitting the optical response measured at the different solvent partial
pressures. To do so, we employed a code written in MatLab based on the transfer matrix
methodand thathasbeen thoroughlydescribedbefore.25 Reflectance spectrawere attained




Unidimensionalphotonic crystalshavebeen introducedasamethod forenhance light
harvestinginDSCwithoutanymodificationoftheactivematerialsofthesedevices.Ithasbeen
reported a 18% increase in DSC photocurrent by integrating nanoparticulate1DPC as light
reflector. However, insertion of an additional layer between the active TiO2 layer and the
counter electrode may increase series resistance (diffusion resistance) of the device, thus
reducingthe fill factor.Herewepresentedamethodtoenhancethemasstransport through
nanoparticle multilayers displaying onedimensional photonic crystal properties. The
concentration of polymer in the precursor suspensions is varied in order to tune the final
porosity of the layers. Five stacks of these highly porous layers have been prepared and
characterized by cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy measurements. All the
devices display intense Bragg reflections as well as improved mass transport. Diffusion
resistance(Rd)hasbeenobtainedforanelectrolyteembeddedinthestructurefromimpedance
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Dye sensitized solar cells were born and developed with the purpose of creating a
technology for obtaining a cheap energy from a renewable source. Up to now, most of the
researcheffortshavebeenfocusedinimprovingtheefficiencyandunderstandingitsoperating
processes. All these studies were based on small area devices, smaller than 1cm2, with a
maximum peak power of approximately 11mW. In the reality this is not applicable to any
purpose, unless the output power is increased by connecting several devices in series.
Nowadays, the step from the labscale to the industrialization is a challenge for DSC. Many
drawbacks have risen from the first attempt of upscaling them: The increase of series
resistances,sealingproblemsorstabilityaresomeoftheproblemsthatshouldbeovercomefor





Many companies have succeeded in the fabrication of DSC modules for commercial
purpose,applicable to feedsmallappliances,andnewprojects for roofingand integration to
constructionsareemerging.Forexample,G24iiscommercializingcellphonechargersmadeof
DSCintegratedinbackpacks,2ortheunionofDyesolandTatasteelcompaniesaredeveloping











is found in publications about these issues, being difficult to find specific information on
processingmethodsorsealingmaterials,forexample.










The first DSC module reported was fabricated in 1995, it consisted in a 100x100mm
parallelDSCgridwithconductivechargecollectors,externallyconnectedinseries.4Initially,the
challengeofthiskindofmoduleswastoavoidmetalcorrosionofthecollectiongridbyiodide
electrolyte, and the existing polymer or ceramic glazes were not able to avoid electrolyte
leakage.Asaconsequence,theresearchonDSCmoduleswassuspendedfrom1997to2001,
until new isolation technique for the metal grid was found through a glass frit.4,5 It lead to
modules up to 6% efficiency with an active area of 40x60cm2.6,7 After that, different module




advantages and drawbacks. In all of them stability is most important issue and a matter of
finding the way to obtaining an hermetic sealing. An overview of these different module
configurationsfollows.
7.2.1 ZSeriesinterconnect
This structure consist in two opposing electrodes with a conductive layer as a contact
betweencells.Thislayermayalsoactasabarrierforelectrolytebetweencells(seeFigure7.1).
If it consists in a corrodible metal (Ag, Cu, Au, Ni,...) it must be isolated from the electrolyte
withaninertmediaaspolymerorglassfrit.Otheroptionmaybethecombinationofametal




The advantage of this type of modules is their high voltage output, the relatively small
internalresistance lossesandalsothefacilityfortreatingseparatelytheworkingandcounter
electrodes (WE and CE). The high conductivity of the metallic collectors reduces the series
resistancesthatmaybehigh forsemiconductorcollectorsasFTO,providedthat thedistance
between the active area and themetal is short enough. Treating separately the working and
counterelectrodesensuresthatsurfacetreatmentsasTiCl4coatinganddyestainingoftheTiO2
do not interfere with the platinized counterelectrode. Thus, a layer of TiO2 from the TiCl4
treatmentinthecounterelectrodemayincreasesubstantiallytheresistancefortheelectrolyte























of smallelectricalappliances.However, thecorresponding100cm2module fabricatedby the





bias sense in neighboring units is alternated along the module, so a proper sealing is still
neededinordertoavoidelectrolyteflowbetweencells.
Some advantages of Wmodules are the smaller interdistance between cells and the
simplicity of the materials employed. The open area between module units can be smaller
comparedtothatofZmodulesbecauseoftheabsenceofverticalmetallicinterconnects.This
allowsahighratioofactiveareainthedevicewhilemaintainingarelativehighFF.Thesharing
of FTO substrate from one working electrode to the next counterelectrode avoids the
employmentofametallicgridandthusthecorrosionproblemdisappears.
In contrast, the disadvantages between other seriesconnection designs are the
detrimentalcurrentmismatcheffectandthetreatmentofthecounterandworkingelectrodein
the same substrate, as commented before. The current mismatch is originated by different
illumination intensity in the half of the cells, having the electrolyte and Pt counter electrode
whichabsorbsarounda25%ofthelight.Thisrequiresadesignofbiggerareainthecellshaving















terms to accelerate the optimization of the modules by varying thicknesses, active areas or
sealingmethodsandthusisthestructurechosenfortheperformanceanalysisbelow.
7.2.3 Monolithicseriesinterconnection
Thisconceptwas firstly introducedbyKayetal.asanalternative to theoneusing two
substrates.16 It consists in a multilayer overlay of different functional materials over a single
TCOsubstrate,connectedinseriesbyaconductivecounterelectrodelayerincontactwiththe
neighborcell(seeFigure7.3).




However, this kind of structure presents some disadvantages originated by the
employment of non optimized materials that basically increase up to 2.5 times the series
resistancesincomparisontocommonDSC.17Moreover,thestainingoftheTiO2implicatesthat
the whole device should be dipped into the dye bath, at expenses of solution polluting and












porousenoughtoallowagooddiffusionofthe ionicspecies intheelectrolyte.However, the
resulting diffusion resistance is several times greater in these cells than the common DSC
havingagapbetweenelectrodes.Thethirdfunctionisthebackreflectionoflight,actingasa
scatter layerand increasingthe lightharvestingoftheactive later.Thethird layer isbased in
carbon nanoparticles and graphite, and creates a porous and conductive media where the
regeneration of triiodide takes place. The carbon nanoparticles are covered by platinum
particles for catalyzing the reaction. This layer has higher resistivity than the common FTO
substrateusedascounterelectrode,togetherwiththeaddeddiffusionresistanceresults ina






(for 21 cm2) and 5.8% (for 55 cm2) has been achieved at expenses of poor stability since no
encapsulationwasusedbetweencells.16AsshowninSolaronix,anonpublishedresultobtained
5.7% efficiency in a monolithic module of 34 cells, with a total active area of 595 cm2 the
stabilitywasnotstudied.

Figure 7.4: JV curve of the large area monolithic module of 5.7% efficiency fabricated in
Solaronix.FigurepublishedwithpermissionfromSolaronix.
Recently, Takeda, Kato and Toyoda proposed an alternative method for retaining the




Further improvements must be done in this technology in order to minimize the series
resistances,asitisthemostpromisingmethodtothemassproductionofphotovoltaicpanels.
The improvements should come basically from an increase of conductivity of the counter
electrodelayerandreducethethicknessandincreasetheporosityoftheseparatorinertlayer.
7.3 Devicepreparation
In this work, the Wmodule DSC has been chosen for describe its fabrication and




counterelectrodeofneighboringunits. In order todrive theelectrons to the rightpath,FTO
needs to be isolated in a certain configuration, as shown in Figure 7.2, to define isolated
sections intheelectrode.Thesimplestmethod,firstlyreportedon1976for ITOsubstrates, is























in theTiO2 is forcompensating thecurrent lossdue to lightshadowingby theelectrolyte,as
explainedabove.ThethicknessoftheTiO2layersis7mandtheymaybesinterizedinadvance
toformasolidphasethatwon’tbedamagedinthenextprintingsteps.




the desired FTO area with diluted chloroplatinic acid. This produces a inhomogeneous layer
darker than the printed one. The Pt layer should never be in contact with the FTOTiO2
electrode as it may increase recombination between FTO and electrolyte in the working
electrode,producingthelossof(agreat)partofthephotogeneratedcharge.
AfterPtlayersareproperlyburntat450ºC,eachhalfofthemoduleisstainedseparately




intensity.The individual frontcells (6x95mm), fromleft torightarenamedfrom1f to6f. In thesame
mannerthebackcells(7x95mm)arenamedfromlefttoright1bto5b.
Once the dye is completely adsorbed on TiO2 nanoparticles, the assembling and the
electrolyte injectionshouldbedone in fewminutes inordertominimizethecontactwithair
humidity. All photoanodes must be perfectly aligned with the correspondent counter
electrodesmaximizingtheactiveareaoftheindividualcells.Itisdesirabletominimizethelight





Otherwise, thesealingmaybeperformedunder inertatmosphere.Electrolyte is injected ina
similarmannerthanfortestcells,describedinSection2.3.
Threedifferentmoduleshavebeenfabricated,oneofthemhandmadeusingmethodsas
acid etching of FTO, brushpainted Pt and employing TiO2 prepared with P25 commercial
nanoparticles (see Section 2.2.3). The second one has been prepared in the company
SOLARONIX, with an automatized process, employing industrial methods for etching,
deposition, calcination and sealing, and also commercial TiO2 and Pt pastes. The electrolytes
employed for the fabrication of both devices are similar with the only difference of a higher
concentrationoftBPinthehandmademodule.ThethirdoneisamonolithicDSCfabricatedin
the company SOLARONIX, employing an automatized process and the commercial products
fabricatedinthesamecompany.
7.4 jVmodulecharacterization
Figure 7.6 shows the jV curve and the PV curve of the as prepared Wmodules at





P25basedTiO2pastemaycontainaggregates, reducing thespecific surfaceandthus thedye
loadingresultingintoadecreasedphotocurrent.FromthecurveslopenearVocwecandeduce
that, qualitatively, the total series resistance of the automatized module is smaller than the
handmadeone.Lastly, inFigure7.7weobservean“stairshape” inthe iVcurvewitha large
dropinphotocurrentfromshortcircuittoabout1.5V.
Sample Voc(V) isc(mA) Pmax(mW) Vpp(V) ipp(mA) FF (%)
Handmade 8.40 35.5 132 6.41 20.7 0.45 1.98
Automatized 7.24 58.8 175 5.77 30.4 0.41 2.61









Figure7.7: iV curves for theHandmade (blue line)andAutomatized (red line)DSCWmodules
having an area of 67 cm2. The corresponding PV curves are represented with the same colors and
dottedlines.Theverticaldashedlinesindicatethevoltageatpeakpower(Vpp).
In Section 3.2, jV curves have been described by means of Eq. (3.4), including charge
generation, recombination, voltage drop at series resistances and charge loss due to shunt
resistances.AsobservedinthesimulationsofFigure3.2(a)and(b),anincreaseoftheslopeat
lowpotentialsindicateadecreaseofchargetransferresistancebetweentheuncoveredFTOin
the working electrode and the electrolyte (Rbl). Assuming the possibility that a very low Rbl







the electrolyte has unknown effects in the diffusion or the reaction of the ionic species.
TemperaturedifferencesbetweendifferentilluminatedunitsstudiedinChapter5mayalsovary
theseresistances.
 Recombination resistance (Rrec): Differences in photogeneration may also result in  a different
concentrationoftriiodidespeciesnearTiO2nanoparticles,affectingtherecombinationrate.
 Shunt resistance (Rbl): the conjoint treatment of the counter and working electrodes, in
particular the Pt deposition and calcination, may pollute part of the uncovered FTO in the
workingelectrode,decreasingthevalueofRbl.
At any rate, the largest difference between the front and back cells of the module is






















Sample Voc(V) isc(mA) FF (%)
Unshaded 6.99 67.51 0.35 2.45
1f 6.99 56.59 0.41 2.44
12f 6.99 51.18 0.45 2.42
13f 6.99 47.40 0.47 2.32
14f 6.99 46.45 0.46 2.21
15f 6.89 45.20 0.46 2.12











Sample Voc(V) isc(mA) FF (%)
Unshaded 6.99 67.5 0.35 2.45
1b 7.17 65.5 0.32 2.23
12b 6.99 66.2 0.26 1.79
13b 6.99 65.9 0.21 1.43
14b 6.81 65.5 0.18 1.23
15b 6.81 65.0 0.17 1.14
Table 7.3: Photovoltaic parameters of the shaded DSC modules from Figure 7.13. The overall
performancedecreasesmorethanahalfwhenshading5cells.Theparameterthatismostlyaffectedby
theshadowinghereisthefillfactor,whileiscandVocremainalmostconstant.
Figure 7.8(a) shows the current drop at low potentials when shading one of the front








cells already limit the performance of the module, remarking the importance of solving the
problemofphotogenerationmismatch.
Attention is focusednowontheeffectofshadingthebackcellsovertheDSC: inFigure
7.9(a)wecanobservethealmostconstantiscafterthisshading.Here,athirdplateauappears,
increasing its lengtharound0.91V foreachadditionalshadedcell. InFigure7.9(b)andTable






one direction. Ideal solar cells presents diode behavior thus the series connection of these
devices also results in the current limitation by the less efficient unit in the module. If the
breakdownvoltageissurpassed,thecurrentmayflow.Thishasbeenalreadyobservedinseries
connected Si or thin film solar cells, where the complete shading of a single unit drops the
output power to zero.23,24 If the reverse voltage that suffers the shaded unit surpasses its
breakdownvoltageitresultsinadamageddevice,invalidatingthewholesolarpanel.
With this assumption we analyze the isc obtained in Figure 7.7. A single DSC unit sized
0.6x9.5cm2withthis iscprovidesa jscof10.5mAcm2.Thatvalue isveryclosetothecurrent
densityofa7mthickTiO2filmunder1sunilluminationconditions(seeTable5.1inChapter5).
As the thickness of the TiO2 layer in the module is also 7m, we can say that the current
densityobtainedcorresponds toa fully illuminatedunit.This leadsus to think that theback
illuminatedsamples,receiving lessthan1sun intensity,arenot limitingthephotocurrentofa
complete DSC wmodule. This suggests that, in a DSC, other paths exist for evacuating the
currentexcessoriginatedatthemoreefficientunits.
Thus it may be interpreted the flow of electrons in a DSC module at different applied
voltages. In order to simplify the analysis a two cellsseries connected module is assumed.
Figure7.10showstheenergeticlevelsofaDSCWmoduleconsistingofthetwounits(named1
and2).Inthissystemisstatedthatcell2isunder1sunilluminationandcell1isreceiving40%
less illumination intensity and thus less photocurrent. Series resistances are considered
negligibleinthismodel.
In the first case, Figure 7.10(a) the module is left at open circuit. In this situation the
contributiontothetotalopencircuitvoltageofthemoduleisthesumoftheVocofallunits,in
thiscase0.7V.DuetotheparticularcharacteristicsofDSCs,theVocofCell1issimilartotheVoc
of Cell 2 despite its lower illumination. In DSC is known that low illumination intensities are
enoughtocreateanelectron injectionratethatelevatesEFnoverEF0tovaluesnearVoc.Note







a single unit at the same illumination intensity. Thus, it is deduced that the photocurrent
obtainedinthatcaseiscomingfromCell2,receivinghigherillumination.Inthiscase,Cell2is
working with certain bias lower than Voc though. However the photocurrent given by the
moduleiscloseto jscofCell2.Asseeninsection3.2,aphotocurrentnear jsc ismaintainedat
relativehighpotentials if the fill factorof thatcell isgoodenough.Theelectrons injectedby
TiO2 of Cell2 to the FTO at the working electrode are conducted to the counter electrode
interfaceofCell1.The injectionof thephotocurrent fromCell2 toCell1 forces the internal
voltage of Cell 1 to be negative with respect to previous cell. The condition of short circuit
yieldstothatthetwocellspresentthesameabsolutevalueoftheirinternalpotentials.

Figure 7.10: Energetic scheme representing the energy levels of all components in two DSC
connectedinseries.Theyaxisrepresentingthepotentialisrelatedtocell2,theenergyvaluesforCell1
are relative to the position of EFn2. The FTO situated in the middle is shared in both Cell 1 counter
electrode and Cell 2 working electrode. EFn level at Voc for both cells is represented as a grey line in
schemes(b),(c)and(d).















Figure 7.11: Voltammetric curves at forward and reverse potentials of a DSC taken in the dark
(black line), at 1000Wcm2 (yellow line) and two intermediate illumination intensities (red and green
line).






























forward current, note that the charge transfer model is similar to the one employed for
recombinationinTiO2,seeEq.(3.1).
From Figure 7.11 we have to point out that the onset of photocurrent takes place at 




this cell is enough to drive the electrons to Cell 1 and thus regenerate its oxidized dye
molecules efficiently. In Cell 1, EFn1 is situated some milivolts over EF01, thus the given





thus part of the cross the electrolyte to be transferred directly to the FTO of the working







With this basis, the DC equivalent circuit in a DSC may be rewritten in a different way
thanforthecommonsolarcells,seeFigure7.12.26

Figure 7.12: Equivalent circuit for n series connected DSC. isc(n) is the photocurrent, Rrec(n) the
recombination resistance, Rbl(n) the charge transfer resistance between FTO and electrolyte described
withaButlerVolmerequationandRseries(n)isthetotalseriesresistance,allrelatedtotheunitcell(n).
TheshuntresistanceappearinginEq.(3.4)maybechangedbyadoublediodebehavingas













































   (7.2) 
where the positive elements are the current flowing in forward (current loss) and the
negativeflowinginreverse(currentextraction).
For the module with n series connected DSCs, and taking into account that the redox
energy levelofCell(n1)matches theelectronFermi levelofCell(n), as shown inFigure7.10,
thusthepotentialmaybewrittenas:










































































































in other DSC module configurations. In the case of monolithic solar cells, Figure 7.14, the
currentmismatchappearing inFigure7.7 isnotobserved. In thiscase,allworkingelectrodes
are printed in the same substrate thus receiving the same light intensity. The FF here takes
similar values than the obtained for the Wmodules in Table 7.1, however, this low value is
causedbythehighseriesresistancesinsteadofthecurrentmismatch.Asexplainedabove,the








Figure 7.14: Current voltage curve for the DSC monolithic module unshaded (black line) and
shadingoneoftheunitswithbluetape(redandgreenlines).
Sample Voc(V) isc(mA) FF (%)
Monolithic 6.26 40.65 0.45 1.92
Shading1st 5.94 40.88 0.40 1.62




In this case the counter electrode is completely opaque, thus when shading with the
scotchtape,theunitisnotreceivingdiffuselightfromthesurroundingsandthecurrentdrops
toverylowvalues.IfweobserveinFigure7.14the“plateau”analoguetotheseofFigure7.7,






One of the most attractive of the DSC seen in many photovoltaic tradeshows  is the
possibilityofprintdesignsactingastheactivelayerofthedevice.Takingprofitofthemultiple
possibilities of printing methods, one can tune the opacities or even the color of a DSC. By








The upscaling of the laboratoryscale dye solar cells has been studied. The main
advantagesanddrawbacksofthreedifferentDSCmodulestructureshavebeendescribed.Two
11units Wmodule and one monolithic module have been constructed and characterized
through iV curves. In thecaseof theWmodule ithasbeen foundacritical limitation in the
performance of the whole device caused by the photocurrent mismatch between cells.
However,comparedwithSiorthinfilmtechnologies,theeffectofshadowingpartoftheDSC
doesn’t result in a dramatical decrease of the efficiency. On one hand, the Voc is maintained
practically constant. At low illumination intensities, the dye moleculesare still able to collect







remain almost constant for a wide range of incident light. DSC efficiencies surpass those of






As reported, in previous studies based on Si or thin film solar cells, the shading of a series
connectedmodulepresentarealproblem, limitingtheapplicationsof thesolarcells toopen
areas.Thepartial shadinggeneratesadramaticcurrentdrop limitedbytheshadedcells.The
large reverse bias across the shaded cell produce an enormous power dissipation in a small
area. Finally, it result in local overheating, or "hotspots", which in turn leads to destructive
effects, such as cell or glass cracking, melting of solder or degradation of the solar cell. This
problemwasovercameusingbypassdiodesinanexternalcircuitofthesolarcellmodule.27,28
Thebypass canonlybeappliedon a setof seriesconnectedcells (between12and36cells),
otherwise the circuit would be more complex and not viable to produce in commercial
applications.27
In this manner, DSC modules present an advantage respect to other solar panels; an
integratedcircuitforevacuatingtheexcessofchargeoneveryshadowedunit.Thisadvantage
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device. All along the work we have demonstrated that the impedance spectroscopy
representedagreattoolfortheanalysisoftheelectricalbehaviorofDSC.Thischaracterization
techniquehasbeendescribedindetailinchapter3.
The analysis of the origin of the open circuit potential in DSC, one of the fundamental
parametersforsolarcellperformance,isthefocusofattentioninchapter4.Vocwastunedby
varyingtheadditives intheelectrolytecompositionorthedyestructure. It isshownhowthe
photovoltage insolarcellscanbeexclusivelydescribed in termsofshortcircuitphotocurrent
andrecombinationresistance.TheanalysismethodforthedataobtainedfromIS,allowedthe
evaluation of the influence of conduction band shifts, recombination rate changes and short
circuit photocurrent in the Voc. This method can be straightforward applied for other
photovoltaicdevices.
Thepurposeofchapter5wasthetemperatureeffectsinDSC.Thisisaparameter,many
times forgotten in the laboratory research, but fundamental to describe real solar cell
properties.InthisstudyitisfoundanincreaseinFFinducedbyaoveralldecreaseoftheseries
resistances with rising temperatures up to 40º. The variation in Voc has been attributed to
different recombination kinetics along the temperature range. At external temperatures
rangingbetween7and40ºCwhereVocpresentssimilarvalues,itisobservedthesamekinetic
rate for TiO2 electron recombination. As this is only occurring under illumination, the causes
mayhavetwoorigins.First,ariseinthetemperatureofactivefilmmaybecausedbyradiative
heating from the light source. Second, an increase in the acceptor species in the electrolyte
close to the TiO2 surface after dye regeneration occurring under illumination. Above 40ºC
recombination kinetics acceleratesproducing a decay inVoc. The overall effect ofboth series
andrecombinationresistancesisavariationinDSCefficiencywithamaximumon40ºC.Inthis
sense, it is important to highlight that at this common temperature for cell operation, the
efficiencyofDSCisclosertoothertechnologiesthanundernominalconditions.
Other important issues for DSC have been also analyzed along this thesis. Chapter 6
studiestheelectricalpropertiesofUnidimensionalphotoniccrystals(1DPC)whichhavebeen












Finally, in chapter 7, most common techniques for upscaling DSC are reviewed. This
represents the first step for the industrialization of these devices. When characterizing a W
module by iV curves it is found a “stair shape” in the plots. This is found to be caused by a
photocurrentmismatchbetweenthemoduleunits.Contrarytothecommonresultobtainedin
series connected Si solar cells, a shaded unit only limits partially the isc of the module.
Furthermore,itisfoundthattheuncoveredFTOattheworkingelectrodeactsasanintegrated
“bypass”diodeinDSC.Thisprotectsshadowedcellsfromovercurrentsatreversepolarizations.
This is a great advantage for these devices as simplifies the process of complete module
fabricationforoutdoorapplications.Thestepoftheintegrationofexternalcircuitswithbypass
diodesemployedinSisolarcellsisavoidedinDSC.
In summary, this thesis contributes to understand several specific points for the
applicationoftheDSCassuitablesolarcelltechnology:fromtheVocformationfundamentalsto
thefinalmodulecharacterization,passingthroughthestudyofalternativescatteringlayersand
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Analysis of the Origin of Open Circuit Voltage in Dye Solar Cells
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ABSTRACT: Changes in the composition of the electrolyte are known to affect the
parameters that determine the performance of dye solar cells. This paper describes a robust
method for the analysis of the photovoltage in dye solar cells. The method focuses on the
study of recombination resistance and chemical capacitance of TiO2 obtained from
impedance spectroscopy. Four dye solar cells with electrolytes producing known effects on
photovoltage behavior have been studied. Effects of conduction band shifts and changes in
recombination rate in the photovoltage have been evaluated quantitatively.
SECTION: Energy Conversion and Storage; Energy and Charge Transport
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have attracted significantattention as alternatives to conventional solid-state
photovoltaic devices during past decades.1 This technology is
suggested to be produced at a lower cost than silicon-based
solar cells thanks to the easy manufacturing procedures and low
temperatures used in its fabrication. DSC performance has
reached power conversion efficiencies exceeding 12%.2,3
The operation of DSCs may be summarized as follows:
Under illumination, a dye attached to a nanostructured
semiconductor (generally TiO2) absorbs a photon. This photon
excites one electron from the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) level into the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO). The electron is injected from the LUMO of
the dye to the conduction band (CB). Simultaneously, the
oxidized dye is regenerated by a redox couple present in an
electrolyte surrounding the semiconductor. Once the charges
are separated between the semiconductor and electrolyte
media, they can diffuse toward the contacts where they are
collected.
The parameters determining DSCs solar to power
conversion are the short circuit current density (jsc), the open
circuit photovoltage (Voc) and the fill factor (FF). jsc is given by
the light harvesting efficiency of the dye, its capacity to inject
electrons into the TiO2 CB, and the ability of the semi-
conductor to transport them to the collecting electrode. Voc is
given by the difference of the Fermi level of electrons in the
TiO2 and the redox potential of the electrolyte, Voc = (EFn −
Eredox)/q.
4 Finally, FF provides the reduction of the real power
with respect to the product jsc × Voc. FF is controlled mainly by
total series resistance of the DSC, although it also has some
contribution from recombination resistance.5,6
At the current stage of DSC development, the photocurrent
is only limited by the absorption spectra of the dye, as most top
class laboratories are able to collect nearly 100% of photo-
generated electrons. Contributions of series resistance have
been also reduced to a minimum through the right design of
cell geometries and choice of materials. These improvements
together with the use of small area samples provide large and
reproducible FFs. In this scenario, the decisive parameter to
enhance the performance of DSC is the open circuit
photovoltage.
The maximum theoretical Voc attainable by a solar cell is
limited by the gap of the absorber. In the case of DSC, the
effective gap of the dyes attached to TiO2 lies around 1.60
eV.7,8 However, best cells rarely reach Voc values larger than half
of this value. The main losses reducing photovoltage from its
theoretical limit are the energy mismatches between Eredox and
HOMO levels and between the Ec of the semiconductor and
the LUMO of the dye, which reduce the maximum attainable
voltage to (Ec − Eredox)/q, and the electron recombination in
the semiconductor film that determines the final EFn
position.9,10
The purpose of this work is to deepen the understanding of
the relationship between recombination losses and Voc. With
this aim, impedance spectroscopy (IS) was used to accurately
evaluate the effects of changes in electrolyte composition over
charge recombination in TiO2. A new procedure to analyze the
origin of Voc is proposed. This procedure allows separating the
effects of TiO2 CB shifts and recombination rate variations in
photovoltage.10,11
To fulfill this objective, the Voc was tuned by adding
electrolyte additives such as LiI, 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP), 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide (BMII), and guanidinium
thiocyanate (GuSCN), whose effect on the photovoltage is
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well-known. The electrolyte composition is shown in Table 1,
and a description of the role of each of these additives follows.
Lithium iodide is a very stable salt widely used in
electrochemistry. It provides the necessary iodide anions for
the redox couple in the electrolyte and the lithium cations
needed to screen the negative charge in the semiconductor, and
increases charge conductivity in the electrolyte. The presence of
positive ions at the TiO2 surface is known to produce a
downward shift in the CB of the semiconductor, with respect to
a situation in which they are not present. Previous works have
reported that, the smaller the size of the cation and the larger
the shift in CB, the higher the photocurrent and the lower the
Voc.
12,22 At long-term, the extremely small size of Li+ allows it
to intercalate into a TiO2 lattice, degrading electron transport
and recombination properties.13 For these reasons, although
convenient in this study, lithium is avoided in the fabrication of
DSCs designed for long lifetimes.
tBP (Figure 1a) is reported to produce a significant upward
band edge movement, thus increasing Voc. This band-edge shift
is attributed to deprotonation of TiO2 nanoparticles by amines
that, together with a displacement of cations from the surface,
reduces the positive charge allocated right on the semi-
conductor.14 By contrast, tBP adsorbed on the semiconductor
surface coats the area not covered by the dye. This fact blocks
the recombination to the redox couple in the electrolyte.
Ionic liquids such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide
(BMII) (Figure 1b) present some advantages in DSC
electrolyte applications. The BMI+ molecule is a bigger cation
than Li+ and has two amine groups in its structure.
Consequently, the CB in TiO2 remains at a higher energy
than when using lithium, and the cation is not able oto
intercalate into the semiconductor structure. Furthermore,
BMI+ appears to be very effective at shielding the semi-
conductor surface from charge recombination toward the
electrolyte.5,15
Cations from GuSCN in Figure 1c are reported to shift
downward at the TiO2 CB around 100 mV.
17 This fact
increases electron injection efficiency from the dye, enhancing
photocurrent. In contrast to what is expected, GuSCN also
improves Voc, as the adsorption of the guanidinium cation on
the TiO2 surface produces a very effective surface passivation
layer, yielding a notable decrease in recombination rate.16,17
In this study we also analyzed the effect of two different
solvents: an acetonitrile/valeronitrile mixture and methoxypro-
pionitrile. Acetonitrile/valeronitrile is widely used for high
efficiency DSCs. The low viscosity of this solvent reduces
diffusion resistance in the electrolyte, a requisite to obtain good
fill factor and efficiency of the device.5 Methoxypropionitrile is
commonly chosen, as its low volatility improves long-term
stability of the devices.
j−V curves of DSC made with the four different electrolytes
of Table 1 taken under 1 sun illumination intensity are
presented in Figure 2. The photovoltaic parameters obtained
from these curves are shown in Table 2.
Dye solar cells prepared with electrolytes A and D present
similar open circuit voltage. These electrolytes only differ on
the solvent, while they contain the same additives and
concentrations. This result suggests that the nature of both
solvents has little effect on the photovoltage. For cells B and C,
the Voc is much lower. These cells contain lithium iodide in the
electrolyte, and neither contain ionic liquid nor GuSCN. This
decrease is more pronounced for cell C, which does not contain
tBP. On the other hand, cells B and C provide higher
photocurrent than cells A and D.
In this first view of j−V curve results, the origin of the
photovoltage variation found is not conclusive, as the additives
Table 1. Composition of Electrolytes Employed in the
Fabrication of DSCsa
electrolyte/DSC
name BMII I2 GuSCN LiI tBP solvent
A 0.6 M 0.03 M 0.1 M 0.5 M A/V
(85:15)
B 0.05 M 0.5 M 0.5 M MPN
C 0.05 M 0.5 M MPN
D 0.6 M 0.03 M 0.1 M 0.5 M MPN
aAbbreviations of the additives are as follows: BMII for 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium iodide, GuSCN for guanidinium thiocyanate, LiI
for Lithium Iodide, tBP for 4-tert-butylpyridine. The solvent
denominations are MPN for methoxypropionitrile, and A/V for a
mixture of acetonitrile and valeronitrile 85:15 in volume.
Figure 1. Molecular structures of some of the additives commonly
used in DSC electrolytes: (a) tBP, (b) BMII, and (c) GuSCN. Dash
on the amine group (c) stands for the nonbonding electron pair on the
nitrogen atom.
Figure 2. j−V curves of the DSCs with different electrolytes as
described in the text (lines) and obtained from IS measurements
(symbols). The open circuit voltages differ significantly with the
additives contained in the electrolyte.
Table 2. Photovoltaic Performance Parameters of DSCs
Analyzeda
area (cm2) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm
2) FF η (%)
cell A 0.25 0.716 12.92 0.67 6.19
cell B 0.28 0.650 16.91 0.53 5.95
cell C 0.25 0.462 18.30 0.44 3.70
cell D 0.25 0.758 11.00 0.63 5.22
aThe name of the cells refers to the name of the electrolyte they
contain given in Table 1.
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of the electrolytes are expected to affect both the CB energy
level and recombination rates.
For a fine evaluation of the influence of the different additives
used on the electrical response of the DSCs, we may use IS
data. IS is a common technique that provides information about
charge transport, accumulation, and loses in films and devices.
Details about the interpretation of the parameters obtained
through IS data in connection to the performance of DSCs are
provided in recent papers.11,18 Here we will focus in the analysis
of the changes in recombination resistance (Rrec) and chemical
capacitance (Cμ) and their relationship with the photovoltage.
Results of Rrec and Cμ obtained from the fitting of the
Nyquist plots of the impedance spectra are shown in Figure 3.
These values have been represented after subtracting the effect
of the series resistance on the voltage,
= −V V VF app series (1)
where VF is the corrected voltage, Vapp is the applied voltage
during the measurement, and Vseries = [j/(jsc − j)]∫ jsc
j Rseries dj is
the voltage drop at the total series resistance.5 Main
contributions to Rseries are given by the contacts, the conducting
glass, charge transfer at the Pt counter-electrode, and
electrolyte diffusion resistances.
The first clear result observed in Figure 3a is the strong
correlation between Voc and Rrec: Using cell A as a reference,
the voltage differences found in the Voc of the samples analyzed
match very well with the voltage shift in Rrec (ΔVRrec) observed
in Figure 3a (see Table 3). This indicates that Rrec is the
parameter that dominates photovoltage, despite the differences
in jsc.
This behavior has its origin in the relationship between the

























where jrec is the current for charge losses produced by
recombination (j = jsc − jrec), β is a coefficient given by the
nonlinear charge transfer (β < 1) of electrons in TiO2 to
electrolyte, q is the electron charge, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature, and R0 is a parameter that determines the
activation of recombination given by18,19
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with L being the film thickness, cox the concentration of
acceptor species (here I3
−) in the electrolyte, λ the
reorganization energy of the acceptor species, Ns the total
number of surface states contributing to the recombination, α a
parameter related to the electron trap distribution below the
CB, and kr the rate constant accounting for recombination
kinetics.
In general, as may be observed in Figure 3a, Rrec approaches
quite well the single exponential behavior given in eq 2. This
fact together with the general approach for the j−V curve in
DSC18,20
β= − −j j j qV k T(exp[ / ] 1)sc 0 F B (4)
yields
Figure 3. Impedance results of the cells with different electrolytes. (a) Recombination resistance between the semiconductor and the acceptor
species in the electrolyte. (b) Chemical capacitance of the TiO2. Voltage drop due to internal series resistance has been corrected in all plots. ΔVrec
and ΔEc/q beween samples A and C are represented in panels a and b, respectively.
Table 3. Photovoltaic Parameters Obtained from IS
Analysisa
parameters Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D
average Rseries
(Ω)
15.1 15.8 22.3 27.3
R0 (Ω cm2) 6.82 × 105 2.05 × 105 1.13 × 104 2.87 × 106
β 0.439 0.443 0.477 0.452
α 0.282 0.308 0.349 0.259
calculated Voc
(V)
0.712 0.651 0.454 0.768
Ec − Eredox (eV) 0.976 0.801 0.618 0.936
ΔEc/q vs ref
(mV)
ref. −180 −330 −50
ΔVk (mV) ref. +114 +78 +96
ΔVRrec (mV) ref. −66 −252 +44
aRseries is the series resistance of the cell; R0 is the recombination
prefactor parameter from eq 3; β is the charge transfer coefficient for
recombination of electrons; α is the exponential electron trap
distribution parameter; calculated Voc is the open circuit voltage
obtained from eq 6 at T = 305 K; Ec − Eredox is the value estimated
from eq 9, taking Nt = 2.5 × 10
19 cm−3; ΔEc vs ref is the energy shift
needed to compare all the cells at the same CB level obtained after
displacing the capacitances in Figure 3b; ΔVk is the voltage difference
in Rrec due to the differences in recombination rates; ΔVRrec is the sum
of ΔEc/q and ΔVk.
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where j0 = kBT/βqR0 is a constant equivalent to reverse bias
dark current in p−n junction diodes and solar cells. Equation 5










As may be seen in Table 3, calculation of open circuit
photovoltage using eq 6 with the values of R0 and β extracted
from Figure 3a fit well (within 10 mV error) with the values
obtained from the j−V curve in Table 2. Therefore, once the
photocurrent is known, eq 6 allows calculating Voc exclusively
from recombination parameters. Note that this expression is
very close to others generally used in the literature but using
direct experimental parameters obtained from IS.9
A quick look to eq 6 and Tables 2 and 3 suggests that, as β is
similar in all the samples, and the changes in the value of jsc only
may produce small modifications in the logarithm calculation,
the main element determining the differences in Voc is the
prefactor R0 of the recombination resistance. This assumption
agrees well with the results commented above.
To complete this analysis, the origin of the observed
differences in Rrec was investigated. Equation 3 shows the
dependence of R0 (and then Voc) on both the energy difference
Ec − Eredox and the rate kr at which the electrons in TiO2 are
lost. Quantification of the contribution of each of these effects
to the voltage is feasible with data obtained from IS. First, it is
needed to have an estimation of the position of the CB, or at
least of its shift (ΔEc) with respect to a reference (cell A in our
case). Then, using the definition of the voltage at the equivalent
CB position,18
= − ΔV V E q/ecb F c (7)
it will be possible to compare all the samples at a voltage in
which the TiO2 contains the same electron concentration.
The chemical capacitance, Cμ, represented in Figure 3b,
provides quantitative information about the position of the CB
as21
α=μC C qV k Texp[ / ]0 F B (8)
with
α α= − −C L p q N
k T





being a constant, Nt the total number of trap states below the
CB, and p the porosity of the film. Provided that all the films
have the same geometrical dimensions and assuming that the
additives do not change the number of traps in the TiO2, shifts
in the capacitance of Figure 3b are equivalent to shifts in Ec.
This procedure was used to calculate the ΔEc shown in Table 3,
which, within experimental error, matches quite well with the
changes in Ec − Eredox obtained from eq 9. In Figure 4 one can
see the collapse of the capacitance of all the samples in the
representation at Vecb.
The data in Table 3 and Figure 3b show the different
displacement of the CB toward lower energies for samples B, C,
and D with respect to sample A. The small difference found for
samples A and D indicates that the change in solvent has a
minor role in changing the CB. By contrast, and according to
expectations, for sample B, the use of LiI instead of BMII and
GuSCN results in a large downward shift in CB, which is even
greater for the sample with electrolyte C in which tBP is not
present.
The values of ΔEc/q and ΔVoc do not match; otherwise
when j−V curves were compared at Vecb as in Figure 5a, the
displaced Voc would match for all the samples. This result
suggests that changes in the rate transfer due to the variations
in electrolyte composition produce relevant effects in the
photopotential. The relative value of this contribution, labeled
ΔVk in Table 3, may be obtained measuring the voltage
difference between Rrec of the different samples in Figure 5b. As
this representation of Rrec is free from the effect of CB shifts,
ΔVk computes the voltage contribution of recombination
kinetics to the Voc for the different cells. Therefore it is possible
to calculate the contribution to the photovoltage due to
changes in the rate constant, despite the fact that absolute
values of kr could not be estimated as the value of Ns is not
known.
It was found that ΔVk takes values very close to the
differences in the displaced Voc of Figure 5(a). As may be seen
from Table 3, the sum of ΔVk and ΔEc/q represents the main
contributions to photovoltage.
The values obtained for ΔVk fit well with the expected effect
of the electrolytes in the properties of the cells.14−17 Thus when
comparing the samples with the same solvent at Vecb, it is found
that cell C presents the lower Rrec (and lower ΔVk) of the three.
This agrees with the fact that this electrolyte has no surface
blocking additives that would yield a larger kr and smaller R0. In
the case of the sample with electrolyte B, the addition of tBP
displaces the Voc 18 mV upward. The extra addition of BMII
and GuSCN in electrolyte D adds another 20 mV to the
photovoltage with respect to sample B.
Focusing on samples A and D with the same additives but
different solvents, it is observed that cell A presents a higher
internal recombination that diminishes the displaced Voc in 96
mV with regard to cell D. This result suggests that the
passivation of the surface of TiO2 with GuSCN and tBP is more
efficient in the MPN-based electrolyte.
Finally, a small contribution to the Voc has its origin in the
differences of photocurrent obtained for the different cells.
Thus, for a given Rrec, the larger photocurrent pushes the j−V
curve upward, yielding an increase in Voc.
11 However, and as
indicated above, in general, photocurrent contribution to
photovoltage is small, as it is governed by eq 6.
Figure 4. Chemical capacitance represented at the same energy level
of the CB, taking cell A as a reference.
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The explanation of the differences between the photocurrent
of the different samples fits well with the one done in previous
works: The downward shift of Ec in the semiconductor leads to
an enhancement of the electron injection efficiency from the
dye to the TiO2. The higher the distance between the LUMO
level of the excited dye and the CB of TiO2, the more favorable
the charge transfer.22−24 A maximum is found when all the light
harvested by the dye is collected.
In summary, it has been shown that photovoltage in solar
cells can be exclusively described in terms of short circuit
photocurrent and recombination resistance. The method
proposed here for the analysis of the data allowed evaluating
the influence of CB shifts, recombination rate changes, and
short circuit photocurrent in the photovoltage. In the cases
presented here, changes in both CB and rate constants for
recombination dominated the Voc. Potentially, the procedure
may be applied in the analysis of other solar cell technologies.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
DSC Preparation. Working electrodes for the DSC were
prepared on a 15 Ω/□ FTO glass previously cleaned. A 150
nm compact TiO2 layer was deposited by spray-pyrolisis
technique with a solution of ethanol/acetil acetone/titanium-
(IV) isopropoxide (3:3:2 weight ratio) and a 450 °C hot plate.
The substrates were coated by doctor blade technique with a 7
μm layer of 20 nm TiO2 nanoparticles and a 3 μm scatter layer
of 450 nm TiO2 nanoparticles (respectively 18-NRT and
WER0-4 from Dyesol), and calcined at 450 °C for 30 min.
After sintering, films were immersed into 40 mM TiCl4 (aq) at
70 °C for 30 min, rinsed with Milli-Q water, and sintered at 570
°C for 10 min. After cooling down to 40 °C, the TiO2
electrodes were immersed overnight into a 0.5 mM dye
solution containing Ditetrabutylammonium cis-bis-
(isothiocyanato) bis(2,2 ′-bipyridyl-4,4 ′-dicarboxylato)
ruthenium(II) (N719) in a mixture of acetonitrile and tert-
butanol 1:1 volume ratio.
As counter electrodes, 8 Ω/□ FTO-coated glasses were
drilled with a 1 mm diameter drill tip and cleaned. Over this
electrode, a drop of chloroplatinic acid solution from Sigma
Aldrich was spread, and the resulting glass was fired in a 450 °C
air flow.
The working and counter electrodes were assembled in a
sandwich-type cell by pressing at 95 °C with a hot-melt film
(Surlyn 25 μm thickness) as a sealant and spacer between
electrodes. A drop of electrolyte solution was put through the
drilled holes and sealed with Surlyn and 0.1 mm thick glasses.
Finally, a tin contact was weld on the edge of FTO outside the
cells.
The compositions of the four different electrolytes employed
in this work are detailed in Table 1. The assembled solar cells
were named as the type of electrolyte they contain.
Solar Cell Characterization. Acquisition of the IS measure-
ments were carried out with a FRA-equipped PGSTAT-30 from
Autolab. The amplitude of the AC signal was 25 mV at low
applied voltages and 10 mV at high forward bias. The frequency
range scanned values between 400 kHz and 0.1 Hz at the
different Vapp. Illumination was provided by a 1000 W class-A
solar simulator from Newport, filtered at AM1.5 G and with the
light intensity adjusted with an NREL-calibrated Si solar cell
with a KG-5 filter to 1 sun (100 mW/cm2). All measurements
were carried out with an opaque mask 0.5 mm per side bigger
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Design and characterization of alkoxy-wrapped push–pull porphyrins
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Three alkoxy-wrapped push–pull porphyrins were designed and
synthesized for dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) applications.
Spectral, electrochemical, photovoltaic and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy properties of these porphyrin sensitizers
were well investigated to provide evidence for the molecular
design.
Porphyrins are promising candidates as highly efficient sensitizers
for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) because of their superior
light-harvesting ability in the visible region.1–3 Recent advances
on the development of a porphyrin sensitizer (YD2-o-C8) with
co-sensitization of an organic dye (Y123) using a cobalt-based
electrolyte attained a power conversion efficiency of 12.3%,4
which is superior to those developed based on Ru complexes5
and becomes a new milestone in this area. The key structural
feature on molecular design of a highly efficient porphyrin
sensitizer is to bear with long alkoxyl chains in the ortho-
positions of the meso-phenyls so as to effectively envelope the
porphyrin ring to reduce the degree of dye aggregation for a
higher electron injection yield and to form a blocking layer for a
better charge collection yield.6 In the present study, we further
design three porphyrin sensitizers (YD20–YD22, Chart 1) based
on the structure ofYD2-o-C8 but with extended p-conjugation in
order to enhance the light-harvesting ability. Basically all of them
have the same ortho-substituted porphyrin core with two
phenylethynyl (PE) groups acting as a p-bridge in the meso-
position of the ring. YD20 and YD22 dyes have the acceptor
group (ethynylbenzoic acid) the same as that of YD2-o-C8 but
with different donor groups: YD20 has a triphenylamino group
with two methoxyl substitutes and YD22 has a phenylamino
group with two n-butyl chains. On the other hand, YD20 and
YD21 dyes have the same donor group but the cyanoacrylic
acid was used as an anchoring group in YD21. This approach
mimics the molecular design of an organic dye7 having the
acrylonitrile group with strong electron-pulling power to act as
an efficient acceptor for the porphyrin dye.
The details for the syntheses, optical and electrochemical
characterizations of YD20–YD22 are given in ESI.z These
porphyrin dyes were fabricated into DSSC devices for photo-
voltaic and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
characterizations. Fig. 1a and b show the J–V curves and
the corresponding Incident Photon to Current Conversion
Efficiency (IPCE) action spectra for the YD20–YD22 devices,
respectively; the obtained photovoltaic parameters and the amounts
of dye-loading are summarized in Table 1. The results indicate that
the short-circuit current densities (JSC) exhibit a trend YD20 4
YD224 YD21 and the open-circuit voltages (VOC) display a trend
YD204 YD22B YD21; the overall power conversion efficiencies
(Z) show the same order as JSC, which is consistent with the
variations of the IPCE action spectra showing the same order.
As a result, YD20 has the highest JSC (17.43 mA cm
2) and VOC
(676 mV), which yields the greatest Z (8.1%) among the three
porphyrins under investigation. Even though the cyanoacrylic
substitute makesYD21 a slight red shift in the absorption spectrum
(Fig. S1, ESIz), the floppy feature of the CQC double bond might
tilt the molecules adsorbed on TiO2 film to significantly decrease its
IPCE values and the corresponding current density. However,
YD20 and YD22 have the same anchoring group and very similar
Chart 1 Molecular structures for YD20–YD22 porphyrin dyes.
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absorption spectra (Fig. S1, ESIz), therefore, the differences in
IPCE and photocurrent are related to the effect of the donor
groups. Note that the decrease in the IPCE occurs at a nearly
constant level for all the wavelengths of the spectra for YD21
compared to YD20. Thus, the loss of electrons is independent
of the energy of the absorbed photons. Transport and injection
losses may be considered for the decrease in IPCE, which is
discussed in the following.
Dye loading measurements yielded 161, 132, and 134 nmol
cm2 for YD20, YD21 and YD22, respectively. The changes in
JSC between the dyes with the same anchoring group, YD20
and YD22, may be understood in terms of the different
amounts of loaded sensitizer. Further explanation is needed
for sample YD21 as the decrease in JSC is larger despite the
amount of dye loading in the cell is the same as for YD22.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy was used to
complete the analysis of injection and to gain insight into
the transport and charge losses characteristics of the DSSC
with the different dyes.8 From the fitting of impedance
spectra of the DSSC at different applied potentials under 1
sun illumination, we obtained the chemical capacitance (Cm),
transport resistance in the TiO2 (Rtr), recombination resistance
(Rrec), as a function of the Fermi level voltage (VF) shown in
Fig. 2a, b, and c, respectively. Other contributions to the total
resistance of the cell such as diffusion, counter electrode and FTO
resistances were grouped as series resistance (Rs). The effect ofRs in
the applied potential (Vapp) was removed to obtain the VF that
may be calculated through VF = Vapp  jRs. From the plot of
Cm vs. VF shown in Fig. 2a, the position of the conduction band
edge of TiO2 (Ec) may be estimated as reported elsewhere.
9
Through these calculations, we estimated that for YD20 Ec E
0.48 V vs. NHE, while for YD21 Ec was displaced +4 mV and
YD22 10 mV. Data from transport resistance shown in Fig. 2b
also provide very small displacements in Ec, corroborating that
all the TiO2 conduction bands remain almost unchanged for the
three dyes as obtained from the capacitance data.
To understand the origin of the small differences in the VOC
found for the three different dyes it is needed to analyze the
behavior of the recombination resistance in Fig. 2c. In previous
studies,8,10 when comparing the recombination resistance of
different samples it has been found that the higher the value of
Rrec, the larger the VOC, while only very large changes in photo-
current produce small variations in VOC. The results here match
very well with this analysis: as it can be seen in Fig. 2c, YD20 has
the larger recombination resistance and VOC, whereas YD21 and
YD22 have similar values of Rrec showing almost the same VOC.
Data from Rrec and Rtr may be used to calculate the







where L is the film thickness (15 mm) represented as a dashed
curve in Fig. 2d. The Ln values exhibit a systematic trend with
the order YD20 4 YD22 4 YD21 with those of YD20 and
YD22 reaching values greater than their film thickness whereas
those of YD21 being significantly smaller than the film thickness.
This implies that the YD21 device suffers from a poorer collection
efficiency of injected electrons what produces the extra decrease in
JSC found for this sample.
The small differences found for the position of the conduction
band edge (Ec) may also help to fine tune the roles of the linker in
these Zn–porphyrin dyes. If the Fermi level potential is shifted the
amounts found for the displacement of Ec, it is possible to compare
the recombination resistance of the DSSC at the potential level
with the same number of injected electrons. To do this we define
the potential at the equivalent conduction band position8
Vecb = VF  DEc/e (2)
where e is the electron charge and DEc = Ec  Ec,ref, for which
Ec,ref is the position of the conduction band of YD20. Based on
Fig. 1 (a) Current vs. voltage characteristics of DSSC devices prepared
with YD20 (black), YD21 (red), and YD22 (green) under illumination
of simulated AM 1.5 full sunlight (100 W cm2) with an active layer of
0.16 cm2 and (b) the corresponding action spectra for the efficiency of
incident photon-to-current conversion (IPCE).
Table 1 Photovoltaic parameters of porphyrin-based dye-sensitized
solar cells (active layer 0.16 cm2) under 100 mW cm2 light illumination










YD20 161 17.43 676 0.686 8.1
YD21 132 12.05 631 0.721 5.5
YD22 134 14.87 634 0.700 6.6
Fig. 2 (a) Capacitance, (b) transport resistance, (c) recombination
resistance, and (d) diffusion length of YD20–YD22 dyes in DSSC
plotted with respect to the Fermi level voltage (VF) with removing
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these conditions, we transfer Fig. 2a–c into Fig. 3a–c, which
show Cm (a), Rtr (b), and Rrec (c) as a function of Vecb. While
the chemical capacitance (Fig. 3a) and the transport resistance
(Fig. 3b) of the three dyes match quite well, the recombination
resistance (Fig. 3c) of the YD21 device is much smaller
compared to that of the YD20 and YD22 devices. In other
words, charge recombination is a major problem for the poor
performance of the YD21 device. These results allow us to
make a conclusion: compared to the YD20 device, the smaller
VOC of YD22 was due to a small shift in conduction band but
the smaller VOC of YD21 was due to a significant charge
recombination. From the structural viewpoint, the use of
cyanoacrylic acid as an acceptor and an anchoring group
in YD21 might provide more free space (less amount of
dye-loading) for the charge recombination than the use of
the rigid ethynylbenzoic acid in YD20 and YD22. Moreover,
YD21 might be tilted on the surface of TiO2 for the charge
recombination to occur more easily.
In conclusion, although the concept for molecular design
with the cyanoacrylic acid acceptor has been widely applied in
highly efficient organic dyes,7 such an approach does not work
well for the porphyrin sensitizers as demonstrated herein. The
greater performance in the YD20 device than the other two
devices is attributed to its rigid structural feature for a larger
amount of dye-loading, which combined with the higher
recombination resistance and diffusion length yields to larger
JSC and VOC. Modification of the porphyrin structure with
extended p-conjugation for better light harvesting is feasible to
boost up the device performance in the near future.
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Temperature effects in dye-sensitized solar cells†
Sonia R. Raga and Francisco Fabregat-Santiago*
In the standard solar cell technologies such as crystalline silicon and cadmium telluride, increments of
temperature in the cell produce large variations in the energy conversion efficiency, which decreases at a
constant rate. In dye solar cells the efficiency remains roughly constant with a maximum at around 30–40 1C
and further decays above this temperature. In this work, the origin of this characteristic behavior is
explained. Data show that under illumination recombination kinetics in the active layer of the cell is the
same between 7 and 40 1C. Consequently, the efficiency of the cell remained virtually constant, with only
small differences in the fill factor associated with changes in the series resistance. A further increase in
temperature up to 70 1C produces an increase in recombination kinetics yielding lower photopotential and
device performance. Finally, it is emphasized that at the normal operating temperatures of solar cells, the
gap among the conversion efficiency of different technologies is much smaller than generally acknowledged.
Introduction
Dye sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are a promising alternative to
silicon or thin film solar cells due to the low cost materials and
simplicity in their fabrication process. These characteristics
make DSC technology a candidate for large scale production of
cheap energy.1,2 The highest efficiencies reached with DSCs,
11–12%,3–6 have been obtained using TiO2 nanostructures for
collecting the electrons, a redox electrolyte based on I/I3
 for
transporting the holes and a ruthenium dye attached to the
semiconductor nanoparticles for absorbing the radiation and
separating the charges into the different charge carrier
media.7,8 A recent publication has also reported 12% efficiency
with porphyrin dyes and cobalt based redox electrolyte.9
Some of the beneficial characteristics of DSCs are that they
maintain a high efficiency under diffuse or low light incident
angle and that their performance presents little changes at environ-
mental temperatures ranging between 20 and 80 1C.10–13 Power
conversion efficiency drops for rising temperatures in the case of
the most extended technologies, at rates around 0.45% K1 in
mono- and polycrystalline silicon cells and of 0.25% K1 for
cadmium telluride.14 In normal operation, cell temperatures
(NOCT) rise to about 45–50 1C and consequently, their efficiency
drops from nominal values approximately 10% for Si and 5% for
CdTe. Dye solar cells instead present a maximum in the energy
conversion efficiency close to NOCT.12 This is a key aspect in the
discussion of best performing solar cell technologies: as DSCs
for 17 cm2 modules have reached 9.9% efficiency,15 the increase
in efficiency at NOCT together with the decrease in the other
technologies reduces the efficiency gap under the real operating
conditions to a short distance.
From a more fundamental view, the progress in the field of
DSCs has been very exciting in the last few years from both
points of view, the enhancement of the device performance and
the development of the models needed to understand the
origin of the behavior of DSCs. Very relevant contributions
have been focused on describing the mechanisms that control
parameters such as the short circuit photocurrent, Jsc, open
circuit photopotential, Voc, and fill factor, FF, that determine
the performance of the solar device.16–19
In general, charge collection is well resolved in DSCs, with
efficiencies close to 100% in good cells. Photovoltage, however,
presents large variations affected by charge recombination
between TiO2, dye or electrolyte composition and also by the
energetic position of the TiO2 conduction band in relation to the
redox energy level in the electrolyte.20–22 Recombination of charge
plays a major role in the photopotential attained by the DSC17,22
and it is determined by different mechanisms that involve
variations in acceptor species: Miyashita et al.23 proposed that
there is a locally increased concentration of I3
 near the dye
under illumination and Boschloo and Hagfeldt16 remarked the
generation of other acceptor species as I2
. On another hand
O’Regan and Durrant24 suggested that recombination increases
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due to a binding between dye molecules and iodine, an effect
that does not exclude the previously mentioned ones. More-
over, recombination of charge increases when the TiO2 con-
duction band position decreases.25,26
In this paper we used previously developed models to report
the effect of temperature on DSCs. To simplify the analysis, we
focused the study on the FF and Voc while keeping the short
circuit photocurrent constant. Current density vs. potential
(J–V) curves and impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements
were taken both in the dark and under illumination in a
temperature range between7 1C and 70 1C. A detailed analysis
of the origin of the characteristic behavior of the parameters
governing the performance of the solar cells is provided and an
explanation for the changes in the energy conversion efficiency
with the temperature is given.
Experimental
Dye-sensitized solar cell preparation
Working electrodes for the DSC were prepared on 2.3 mm
thickness and 15 O &1 FTO glass plates. First, glasses were
brushed with detergent solution and rinsed with Milli-Q water,
then immersed into iso-propanol and cleaned using an ultra-
sonic bath for 15 min, then rinsed with ethanol and dried with
air. After that a 150 nm compact TiO2 layer was deposited by the
spray-pyrolysis technique with an ethanol/acetyl acetone/
titanium(IV) isopropoxide (3 : 3 : 2 weight ratio) solution and
a 450 1C hot plate. The substrates were coated by the doctor
blade technique with a 7 mm layer of 20 nm size TiO2 nano-
particles and a 3 mm scatter layer of 450 nm size TiO2 nano-
particles (respectively 18-NRT and WER4-0 from Dyesol), then
fired 30 min at 450 1C. The active area of the film was 0.25 cm2.
When cooled, films were immersed into 40 mM TiCl4 (aq) at
70 1C for 30 min, rinsed with Milli-Q water and sintered at 570 1C
for 10 min. After cooling to 40 1C, the TiO2 electrodes were
immersed into a N719 dye solution (0.5 mM in a mixture of
acetonitrile and tert-butanol, 1 : 1 volume ratio) for 16 hours.
As counter electrodes, 8 O &1 FTO coated glasses were
drilled with a 1 mm diameter drill tip and cleaned with the
same procedure as mentioned above. The counter electrodes
were prepared with a drop of chloroplatinic acid solution from
Sigma Aldrich on the FTO and then fired in a 450 1C air flow.
The working and counter electrodes were assembled in a
sandwich-type cell by pressing at 95 1C with a hot-melt film
(Surlyn 25 mm thickness) as a sealant and spacer between
electrodes. A drop of electrolyte solution (0.60 M 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium iodide, 0.03 M I2, 0.10 M guanidinium
thiocyanate, and 0.50 M 4-tert-butylpyridine in methoxypropio-
nitrile) was placed on the drilled holes, then the cell was placed
into a small chamber where vacuum was applied until most of
the air inside the cell bubbled out through the electrolyte, when
air came again into the chamber the electrolyte was driven into the
cell. Finally the drilled holes were sealed with Surlyn and 0.1 mm
thick glasses, and a tin contact was welded on the edge of FTO
outside the cells. Five cells were prepared for statistical significance
and a 500 h stability test was performed. Average performance data
under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination at room temperature are pro-
vided in Fig. S1 of ESI.† The average performance evolution with
time is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†). The most stable cells were chosen
for the study of impedance.
Solar cell characterization
J–V curves were taken using a Keithley 2612 System Source
Meter. Impedance measurements were carried out using a FRA-
equipped PGSTAT-30 from Metrohm-Autolab, applying a 25 mV
AC signal at low potentials and a 10 mV AC signal at high
potentials, we could minimize the noise while keeping linearity
in the response of the DSC. The frequency of the measurements
was scanned between 400 kHz and 0.1 Hz at forward applied
bias that ranged from 0.3 V to 0.9 V. Below 0.3 V the large
impedance found corresponds to FTO and impedance data are
not needed for the interpretation of DSC behavior.
At environmental temperature, for fresh samples and during
the ageing experiments shown in ESI,† illumination was pro-
vided by a solar simulator filtered at AM1.5G and light intensity
adjusted with an NREL-calibrated Si solar cell with a KG-5 filter
to 1 sun intensity (100 mW cm2). A white-light LED lamp was
used to obtain J–V curves and impedance spectroscopy measure-
ments in temperature controlled experiments. The power of the
LED lamp was adjusted (with variationso 2%) to obtain the same
photocurrent as that provided with the 1 sun AM1.5G solar
simulator at environmental temperature. Proceeding this way is
important for several reasons: analysis of data at the same current
makes it much clear to state the gross effects of temperature in
the solar cell; the absence of IR light in the LED lamp ensures a
minimum influence of the power source in the temperature of the
device; finally, temperature variations have little effects in short
circuit current. Together with the fact that the small changes in
illumination intensity to keep the current constant produce tiny
variations in Voc and FF, this ensures that changes in efficiency are
minimal. However, as the light spectrum is not matching AM1.5G
standard and the illumination power is not exactly the same in all
the measurements, we used the term apparent efficiency instead
of efficiency to describe DSC performance.
The temperature was controlled using a Peltier cell moni-
tored by a computer, in the range of temperatures from 7 1C
to 70 1C. Note that for allowing the better illumination possible,
the counter electrode side of the DSC is in contact with the
refrigerating Peltier element.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the effect of temperature on the J–V curves of a
DSC taken both in the dark and under LED illumination
equivalent to 1 sun. In Fig. 1(a), it may be observed that the
rise in temperature produces an onset of photocurrent at lower
potentials and thus under illumination (Fig. 1(b)) this shift is
translated into a decrease in open circuit voltage.
For a better understanding of the origin of this behavior, we
have examined the physical processes occurring in DSCs by
means of IS, carried out at each of the measured temperatures.
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The analysis of impedance spectra has been made by employing
the equivalent circuits previously reported for DSCs.25 This
allows studying separately parameters, such as the chemical
capacitance (Cm) and the recombination (Rrec) and transport
resistances (Rtr), that describe the processes of accumulation,
loss and transport of the charge in the TiO2 and the different
contributions to total series resistance given by
Rseries = RFTO + RPt + Rd (1)
with RFTO the resistance of the conducting glass plus contacts
and wires, RPt the charge transfer resistance at the platinized
counter electrode and Rd the diffusion resistance originated by
the transport of holes in the electrolyte.
We focus first on the effect of temperature over Rseries. Fig. 2
shows the average values of the different contributions to Rseries.
At high temperatures, the main contributor to Rseries is RFTO
which presents a nearly constant value for all the temperatures
both in the dark and under illumination, Fig. 2(a). This result is
confirmed by measurements of plain FTO in which the same
trend, a very slight increase in RFTO with rising temperature, is
observed, see Fig. 3(a). Note that while cell design may reduce
RFTO, once it is established, temperature has little effect on it.
At low temperatures, as may be seen in Fig. 2(b) and (c),
charge transfer at the counter electrode and diffusion resis-
tance in the electrolyte showed comparable or even larger
values than RFTO. In Fig. 2(b) it may be observed that RPt in
the dark and under illumination presents the same values,
which rise as the temperature diminishes. This result indicates
that the counter electrode is in thermal equilibrium with the
cooling plate over which it is located. The reduction in RPt, with
rising temperatures, is attributed to the acceleration of charge
transfer kinetics with the redox regeneration.
Diffusion resistance of the electrolyte shown in Fig. 2(c) pre-
sents both variations under illumination conditions and external
temperature of the cell. At high temperatures decrease in
the electrolyte resistance is expected under illumination as the
increased concentration of I3
 due to the regeneration of the dye
increases the conductivity in the solution. However this change
seems not enough to explain the large differences found for Rd at
low external temperatures. In the dark, the increase in Rd
indicates an increment in the viscosity of the electrolyte when
temperature diminishes.27 Under illumination, part of the
electrolyte is in contact and in thermal equilibrium with the
TiO2 film which could present a higher temperature than that of
the counter electrode. Therefore, a gradient of temperature will
be built in the electrolyte between these two electrodes. This
gradient could be remarkable as the distances between the hot
active electrode and the cold counter electrode are constrained to
15 mm. Under these conditions electrical measurements provide a
value of Rd associated with the average viscosity of the electrolyte.
In summary, total series resistance decreases with rising
temperatures due to the changes in RPt and Rd, while RFTO
remains nearly constant. The first two resistances dominate at
low temperatures while the last one provides the main Rseries
contribution at high temperature.
For an accurate analysis of the parameters associated with
TiO2, applied potential needs to be corrected from the potential
drop at Rseries at each temperature. As may be observed in
Fig. 3(b) and (c), RPt and Rd change also with potential, therefore
to obtain the potential drop at the TiO2 film, VF = (EFn  EF0)/q,
it is needed to proceed through the integral17,29





Fig. 4 shows the chemical capacitance of the TiO2. Measure-
ments of Cm in the dark and under illumination, Fig. 4(a) and
(b), show very similar slopes at high potentials, following the
expression28





Fig. 1 J–V curves at different temperatures obtained after IS measurements in
the dark (a) and under illumination (b) conditions.
Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the different contributions to the series resistance of the DSC. (a) Resistance of the FTO conducting glass plus contacts and wires;
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where T is the film temperature, q the electron charge, kB the
Boltzmann constant, T0 a parameter with temperature units
determining the depth of the trap distribution tail under
conduction band, and C0 a parameter given by









where p is the porosity of the TiO2 layer, L the thickness, NL the
total electron trap density,30,31 EF0  Ec is the difference
between the dark (equilibrium) Fermi level and conduction
band position of TiO2.
In previous studies, it has been shown that chemical capa-
citance is independent of temperature.4,32 However, if nano-
particles are small enough, the series contribution of
Helmholtz capacitance may produce visible effects on the total
capacitance of the film.33,34 Here we find that Cm values are
clearly shifted towards lower potentials for increasing tempera-
tures. Although this displacement would agree with changes in
the Helmholtz capacitance with temperature, the relatively
large displacement of the capacitance and the constant slope
vs. the potential are not compatible with an explanation based
on Helmholtz contribution.29
Other possible origin of the shift in Cm could be on changes
in the Eredox (EF0) due to temperature. The Nernst equation has
been used to calculate the change in Eredox yielding a change
lower than 10 mV in the full range of temperatures. Assuming
that neither the distribution nor the total amount of trap states
changed with temperature, we may attribute the shift observed
in Cm to a displacement in the energy of the conduction band.
35
Eqn (4) was used to estimate the Ec position for each
temperature using NL = 2.5  1019 cm3. Fig. 4(c) shows the
reduction in the Ec level during measurements which, within
the experimental error, was nearly the same both in the dark
and under illumination conditions. Transport resistance was
also used to test changes in Ec yielding the same conclusions,
see ESI† for more details.
Movement of the position of the Ec during aging of cells is a
phenomenon well known by experimentalists in the field.
It depends on time and also on measurement conditions,
which produces a variety of behaviors: sometimes Ec rises with
time,36 commonly in fresh samples, in other occasions it
drops.37 In our case, the cells were pre-aged for 500 h (see
Fig. S1 in ESI†) before the IS measurements to increase stability
and reproducibility of data. Repeated measurements at 20 1C
after completing the measurement of the temperature series
yielded the same Ec value obtained for TiO2 at this temperature
during the series measurement. This result suggests reversi-
bility in TiO2 Ec movement with temperature that, as far as we
know, is reported for the first time. The origin of this behavior
of Ec with temperature found for our samples is not yet clear.
One possibility could be reversible adsorption/desorption of
electrolyte additives, dye or even environmental contamination
(i.e. H+ from H2O) at the surface of the TiO2. Other possibility
could be narrowing of band gap of TiO2 with temperature.
Future work should be devoted to clarify this aspect.
To analyze separately the effects of the variations in Ec in the
performance of the DSC from other contributions, the voltage
needs to be corrected from the conduction band shift at the
Fig. 3 (a) Changes in the resistance of two 1 cm2 FTO samples with temperature. As for our samples their change is minimal with a slight increase with rising
temperatures. Changes with applied potential are lower than 5%. The effect of potential is relevant both for counter electrode resistance (b) and diffusion resistance (c). At
low temperatures these resistances take larger values than at high temperatures. The minimum in Rd in (c) occurs near Voc where current crossing the cell is zero. Note that
the overlap between recombination and diffusion arc shown in Fig. S3 and S4 (ESI†) produces increasing errors (>20%) in the values of Rd at the lower potentials.
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different temperatures,20 so we used DEc(T) = Ec(T)  Ec(7 1C)
with 7 1C (dark) as the reference temperature for comparison.
Data are summarized in Table S1 of ESI.†
Fig. 5 shows the modified J–V curves obtained after addition
of DEc to the voltage. In the dark, Fig. 5(a), the onset in
photocurrent occurs at lower voltages with increasing tempera-
ture however, under illumination, Fig. 5(b), Voc takes the same
values for all curves up to 40 1C. Only the measurements above
50 1C present a noticeable decrease in Voc. This result indicates
that in the dark a rise in the temperature of the sample
produces an increase in recombination rate, while for illumi-
nated samples up to 40 1C this effect does not occur. Therefore,
the changes in Voc up to 40 1C are only produced by Ec shifts
and not due to changes in charge transfer rate associated with
temperature.
To explain this result we focus now on the analysis of the
recombination resistance. As published before, once the short
circuit photocurrent is fixed, Voc and the ideal J–VF curve
(the J–V with Rseries = 0) are determined by recombination






the photopotential is determined by




and the current density at the different VF by






with V0 the potential drop in series resistance of the cell under
short circuit conditions.
According to eqn (6) and (7) the larger Rrec produces a
smaller current density for a given potential for measurements
taken in the dark (Jsc = 0 and V0 = 0), while under illumination it
yields a larger photopotential. Therefore the study of Rrec helps
in the understanding of the obtained J–V curves.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the variation in recombination resis-
tance vs. the corrected potential at the different temperatures
measured both in the dark and under illumination. Rrec roughly
follows





with b a coefficient associated with the non-linearity of the
charge transfer process and equivalent to the non-ideality
factor (m = 1/b) of the diode equation used for standard
semiconductor solar cells, and R0 the pre-exponential
parameter.
This result agrees well with a recombination process occur-
ring through extended surface states in an energy tail distrib-
uted below the CB which, following the probabilistic model of













where l is the reorganization energy, L the film thickness, cox
the concentration of acceptor species in the electrolyte, Ns the
density of states near the TiO2 surface and k0 a time constant
for tunneling, also named rate constant. Other contributions
from recombination through localized surface states below the
conduction band may also occur, which would modify
eqn (8).32
The decrease in recombination resistance with increasing
temperature shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) is associated with a
decrease in R0 and is responsible for the onset of current loss
that occurs at lower potentials, as the application of eqn (7)
describes.17 This fact explains the result of dark J–V curves
shown in Fig. 1(a), and the decrease in the open circuit
potential shown in Fig. 1(b) and Table 1.
Eqn (9) shows the dependence of R0 on temperature, the
concentration of acceptor species in the electrolyte and Ec.
Therefore, the decrease in recombination resistance when
increasing temperature shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) should be
also affected by the shift in Ec. If the definition of the common
equivalent conduction band potential,17,38,39
Vecb = VF  DEc/q (10)
is used, the representation of the recombination resistance vs.
Vecb provided in Fig. 6(c) and (d) allows the analysis of the data
independently of Ec changes.
Thus under dark conditions, as can be seen in Fig. 6(c), Rrec
decreases when temperature increases. This is the expected
behavior attributed to an accelerated reaction kinetics of
electrolyte acceptor species on the semiconductor surface due
to the rising temperature.32
However, under illumination all the values of Rrec taken
for temperatures equal and lower than 40 1C converge, see
Fig. 6(d), and they have very close values to those of Rrec in the
dark at 40 1C, see blue line in Fig. 6(d).
This phenomenon may have two origins: on the one hand
and despite the cooling provided, the real temperature of the
TiO2 layer was increased to a value close to 40 1C for all the
measurements done up to this temperature. This would imply
that the heat accumulated into the active film due to the light
Fig. 5 J–V curves from Fig. 1 after shifting the applied potential by the
difference in the conduction band energy with respect to the measurements
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absorption from a high intensity irradiation source cannot be
efficiently evacuated neither through the 2.3 mm thick FTO
glass substrate nor through the electrolyte side. Note that
despite the use of LED to illuminate the samples effects such
as thermalization of charges and energy loss due to recombina-
tion and transport (Joule effect) still occur and would be
responsible for the heating of the TiO2 film.
A second possibility could be that the increased concen-
tration of acceptor species in the electrolyte (i.e. I3
) close to the
TiO2 surface after dye regeneration would increase the recom-
bination to levels close to those occurring at 40 1C in the dark.
In our case, the precision obtained for transport resistance
data, see ESI,† is not enough to discriminate which of the two
phenomena is dominating. The shift in the conduction band
with rising temperatures shown in Fig. 4(c) suggests that the
second phenomenon dominates, but a local increase in film
temperature cannot be fully discarded.
As shown in Fig. 6(d), for the measurements taken above
50 1C under illumination, Rrec is smaller than at 40 1C, in a
similar manner than for dark measurements, which may be
attributed to a faster recombination kinetics attained at these
higher temperatures. The effect of this reduction in Rrec is
that for temperatures larger than 50 1C, the photopotential
decreases with respect to the other temperatures as shown in
Fig. 5(b).
In Fig. 6(d) it is possible to observe small differences
between Rrec in the dark and under illumination. This implies
that recombination in the illuminated sample is a more
complex process than the single mechanism provided by
eqn (8). Other contributions to recombination processes may
be related to variations in acceptor species in the electrolyte.
A more detailed study about this aspect and how it modifies
eqn (8) is out of the scope of this paper and will be analyzed in a
separate piece of work.
The result of the combination of the behavior of recombina-
tion and series resistances produces the characteristic shape of
DSCs, the efficiency temperature curve is shown in Fig. 7. Our
data, taken from J–Vapp curves after DEc correction (see Fig. 5(b)
and Table S2 in ESI†), have been normalized to be able to
Table 1 Characteristic parameters determining the efficiency of DSCs and
average series resistance in the range of temperatures indicated
T (1C) Jsc (mA cm
2) Voc (V) Fill factor Zapp (%) Rseries (O cm
2)
7 10.3 0.82 0.60 5.10 9.9
2 10.3 0.81 0.61 5.14 8.6
3 10.3 0.82 0.61 5.19 8.5
10 10.3 0.80 0.63 5.16 6.8
20 10.3 0.76 0.63 4.95 6.5
30 10.3 0.75 0.64 4.95 5.8
40 10.3 0.72 0.64 4.74 5.9
50 10.3 0.67 0.65 4.49 5.5
60 10.3 0.65 0.66 4.44 5.3
70 10.3 0.62 0.67 4.31 5.2
Fig. 6 Values of TiO2 recombination resistances versus corrected potential in the dark (a) and under illumination conditions (b) and versus the equivalent conduction
band potential in the dark (c) and under illumination (d). Lines in (d) represent Rrec under dark conditions for 40 1C (light blue), 50 1C (grey), 60 1C (brown) and
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compare the results with data published from Sony for a 9.3%
efficient DSC 17 cm2 module.12 The good match found suggests
similar mechanisms dominating the behavior of both cell and
module.
Therefore at low temperatures while recombination rate in
the TiO2 film is constant, the decrease in the counter and
diffusion contributions to the total series resistance of the DSC
with increasing temperatures improves FF. Between 20 and
40 1C both Rrec and Rseries present little changes and so does
efficiency. Above 40 1C the decrease in recombination resis-
tance and thus the Voc produces a reduction in the efficiency
that may not be compensated by further increases in FF. For
these temperatures, see Fig. 2, Rseries is dominated by the nearly
constant RFTO, while Rd stabilizes and RPt presents only a small
reduction.
As mentioned above, the fact that the maximum efficiency in
a DSC is obtained at a temperature close to the normal
operating cell temperature (NOCT) is an aspect to take into
account when comparing DSCs with other technologies. There-
fore, considering 47 1C as NOCT, the efficiency of a CdTe
module drops from a nominal value of 11% to a practical value
of 10.4% while a polycrystalline silicon (pc-Si) module with a
nominal efficiency of 13.7% presents, at this NOCT, a real
efficiency of 12.3%, see Fig. 7.
Record DSC modules reaching 9.9% efficiency are not so far
from the values obtained for these standard and commercial
panels.15 Furthermore, the ability of DSCs to capture low
incidence angle and diffuse light results in both an extension
of effective energy production hours and a higher performance
in cloudy days.10,13 Energy production increases of 10% in
sunny days and 20% in cloudy days have been reported for
DSCs with respect to pc-Si modules for outdoor static installa-
tions with the same nominal power.10,13 Part of this rise in
energy output is due to the lower real efficiency of pc-Si at
NOCT, as just mentioned. Therefore, considering a rough 5%
as the ‘‘effective’’ performance increase in the DSC per watt
peak installed with respect to conventional technologies, the
comparable efficiency of the DSC would rise to 10.3% for a
nominal 9.9% module, see yellow square in Fig. 7. This is at the
same level than CdTe panels at NOCT.
Conclusions
We have observed that out of conduction band shifts, electron
loss by recombination in TiO2 is the same for external tem-
peratures ranging between 7 and 40 1C. This effect may be
due to the combined effect of a rise in the temperature of active
film and the increase in the acceptor species in the electrolyte
close to the TiO2 surface after dye regeneration under high light
intensity. The constant recombination resistance pattern in
this range of temperatures determines the constant Voc attained
for data compared at the same position of conduction band.
The decrease in total series resistance with rising temperatures
produces an increase in FF and thus in efficiency up to this
high temperature. Above 40 1C recombination accelerates pro-
ducing a decay in Voc. As further reduction in series resistance
is limited, efficiency decreases above 40 1C are observed.
Finally we remarked that for a correct comparison of effi-
ciencies between solar technologies the values at operating
temperatures should be used rather than the nominal ones.
This yields a narrower and more realistic gap between the
different technologies than under nominal conditions.
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Herein we demonstrate improved mass transport through nano-
particle one-dimensional photonic crystals of enhanced porosity.
Analysis is made by impedance spectroscopy using iodine and ionic
liquid based electrolytes and shows that newly created large pores
and increased porosity improve the diffusion of species through the
photonic crystal. This achievement is based on the use of a polymeric
porogen (polyethylene glycol), which is mixed with the precursor
suspensions used for the deposition of nanoparticle TiO2 and SiO2
layers and then eliminated to generate a more open interconnected
void network, as confirmed by specular reflectance porosimetry. A
compromise between pore size and optical quality of these periodic
structures is found.
Introduction
Recently, different variants of porous one-dimensional photonic
crystals (1DPCs) have been proposed and built.1–12 To create these
porous multilayers in which the dielectric constant varies periodi-
cally along one direction, numerous methods have been developed
in the last few years, such as deposition of supramolecularly tem-
plated films,2,5 glancing angle vapor physical deposition,1,4,12 sol–
gel,11 or electrochemical etching.8,10 One of the most versatile
techniques is the deposition of nanoparticle suspensions by spin or
dip coating.3,6,7 Although these materials were first proposed by
Thomas in the late eighties,13 and research on them continued in
the nineties,14 it is now when the field is blooming and its techno-
logical potential is beginning to be explored.15,16 The added value of
these latter optical multilayers relies on their interconnected
porosity, which makes their inner void network accessible to melted
or dissolved polymers,17,18 liquids or gases,19 as well as on their ease
of design and their high versatility for deposition onto a wide
diversity of substrates. Actually, these properties have boosted the
exploration of applications in fields such as optical sensing20–22 or
photovoltaic devices.23 The first of these is based on the fact that
these films show a different structural color upon infiltration of
different guest compounds into the porous network, which alters
the effective refractive index of the structure. On the other hand,
porous 1DPCs have also been employed as coherent mirrors to
improve light harvesting efficiency in dye sensitized solar cells.23 In
this case, their porous mesostructure allows the electrolyte to soak
the entire electrode, thus providing high reflectivity and allowing
charge transport through the cell. All these applications are highly
dependent on both the degree of porosity and the pore size
distribution of the films.
Typically, higher dielectric contrast (i.e., wider and more intense
Bragg reflections) is attained for multilayers built by alternate
deposition of amorphous SiO2 and nanocrystalline TiO2. Up to now,
the porosity of nanoparticle 1DPCs has only been controlled through
both the degree of aggregation and the particle size of the precursor
suspensions,6,17 which has even made it possible to build periodic
multilayers of homogeneous composition.24 However, the TiO2
nanocrystalline particles typically employed give rise to layers of small
pore size, which might impede the proper flow of species throughout
the periodic multilayer, limiting their potential application in elec-
trochemical devices.
Herein we demonstrate improved mass transport through nano-
particle 1DPCs of enhanced porosity. Analysis is made by imped-
ance spectroscopy (IS) using iodine and ionic liquid based
electrolytes. This achievement is based on the use of a polymeric
porogen (polyethylene glycol), which is mixed with the precursor
suspensions used for the deposition of the TiO2 and SiO2 layers and
then eliminated to generate a more open interconnected void
network. A similar method has recently been proposed to improve
mass transport in photocatalytic films.25 This allows controlling both
the degree of porosity and the pore size distribution of TiO2 (np-
TiO2) and SiO2 nanoparticle (np-SiO2) layers integrated in 1DPCs.
We study the changes of the structural properties caused by the
alteration of the pore structure in, first, monolayers made of TiO2
nanocrystals and amorphous SiO2 nanospheres and, then, in
multilayers containing them. In spite of achieving a large increase in
average pore size, the optical quality of the structure is preserved. A
reduction of the electrolyte diffusion resistance of above 40% with
respect to the starting multilayer is found. These results open the
route to optimize the performance of photo-electro-chemical devices
in which less porous optical multilayers have already been success-
fully integrated.
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Experimental
Preparation of particle suspensions
The starting materials were suspensions of nanoparticles of SiO2 and
TiO2. They were employed in the production of these multilayers due
to the high refractive index contrast between them. SiO2 nanocolloids
(average size of 30 nm) were purchased from Dupont (LUDOX
TMA, Aldrich), while TiO2 nanocrystallites (average size of 10 nm)
were synthesized using a variation of a method based on the
hydrolysis of titanium tetraisopropoxide followed by a peptization
process under hydrothermal conditions.26 Titanium tetraisoprop-
oxide (20 ml, 97% Aldrich) was added to Milli-Q water (36 ml) and
stirred for 1 hour. Once the alkoxide was hydrolyzed, the product was
filtered to collect the solid formed and washed several times with
distilled water. Then, it was peptized in a Teflon reactor containing
3.9ml of 0.6M tetramethylammoniumhydroxide (2.8M,Fluka) at
120 C for 3 h. Later centrifugation at 14 000 rpm for 10 minutes
allows elimination of some large aggregates from the dispersion, the
concentration of the resultant suspension being typically between 24
and 25 wt%. TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticles are diluted to 5 and 2 wt%
respectively, in a mixture of water, 21 vol%, and methanol, 79 vol%,
in order to use as precursors for the spin-coating process. Prior to
their deposition each suspension was ultrasonicated for several
minutes to re-disperse aggregates.
The polymer chosen to alter the porous network is polyethylene
glycol (PEG) because it exhibits good film forming properties, and
reduces the density of defects present in the films made by spin-
coating.17 The influence that the addition of different quantities of
PEG to the TiO2 and SiO2 precursor suspensions has on the meso-
structure of these nanoparticle Bragg reflectors was analyzed after-
ward. It should be mentioned that there are other methods that allow
control of the porosity of nanocrystalline TiO2 films, which involve
the synthesis of particleswithin polyelectrolytemultilayers.27Also, the
increase of particle size to enlarge the average pore size was discarded
since it could give rise to unwanted diffuse scattering, as it has been
proven before.28
Preparation of monolayer and multilayer films
Both np-TiO2 monolayers and np-SiO2/np-TiO2 stacks with 1DPC
propertiesmade of five bilayers were built by deposition of the diluted
TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticle suspensions by spin-coating (final speed
u¼ 5000 rpm; acceleration g¼ 9180 rpms1; time 60 s), followed by
heat treatment in an oven at 450 C for 30 min to provide the films
with mechanical stability. In order to achieve the desired monolayer
thickness, several depositions of the same precursor suspension were
carried out. The substrates used to deposit monolayers and multi-
layers were silicon and glass, respectively. Both substrates were
previously treated to enhance their hydrophilicity and, consequently,
improve the first layer deposition. The films prepared presented high
optical quality and displayed uniform color arising from the inter-
ference of the beams reflected by the different interphases.
In order to build the monolayers and multilayers using the np-
SiO2/PEG and the np-TiO2/PEG precursor suspensions we also
employed the spin coating protocol described above, although in this
case it was necessary to perform a thermal annealing at 300 C for 15
minutes in air after each deposition to eliminate the PEG from the
structure and to consolidate the stacking of these layers.Without this
intermediate treatment, it was not possible to create a new layer on
top, since the deposited film did not adhere properly. Finally, the
remaining polymer is eliminated after calcination of the whole
multilayer at 450 C for 1 hour in air.
Materials characterization
The new porous mesostructure of the TiO2 and SiO2 films was
assessed by Specular Reflectance Porosimetry (SRP). This technique
is based on the analysis of the shift of the optical response at equi-
librium as the vapor pressure of a volatile liquid, first, gradually
increases up to saturation and, then, decreases down to the initial
value in a closed chamber. In this way, the adsorption–desorption
isotherm curves of the np-TiO2/PEG and the np-SiO2/PEG mono-
layers were obtained. The solvent used to execute this study was
isopropanol, which has proven to yield excellent results for the
analysis of vapor sorption properties of complex mesostructured and
nanoparticle based multilayers.19,29,30 This technique allows us to
obtain the effective refractive index of each one of the films and, by
using the Bruggeman equation, analyze the evolution of both the
overall porosity and the pore size distribution as the concentration of
PEG in the precursor liquid varies. Analysis of the specular reflec-
tance spectra obtained at normal incidence was performed by simu-
lating and fitting the optical response measured at the different
solvent partial pressures. To do so, we employed a code written in
MatLab based on the transfer matrix method and that has been
thoroughly described before.31 Reflectance spectra were attained
using a Fourier transform spectrophotometer (Bruker IFS-66 FTIR)
attached to a microscope and operating in reflection mode with a 4
objective with 0.1 of numerical aperture (light cone angle 5.7).
Please notice that the inadequacy of using standard BET techniques
(based on sample weight changes caused by N2 adsorption and
desorption from the pore walls) for the study of porous mesostruc-
tured films arises from the too low weight of the films. On the other
hand, ellipsometry relies on the use of one-side polished silicon wafers
as substrates, which would largely affect their optical properties. The
images of cross-section were acquired with a field-emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM, Hitachi S-4800 operating at 2 kV).
Impedance spectroscopy measurements
IS analysis was performed over cells containing a solution made with
0.13 M iodine in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide. Each cell was
composed of two platinized FTO electrodes, one of themwith an np-
SiO2/np-TiO2 multilayer, for which different quantities of PEG were
employed, deposited over the Pt-coated glass. An area of 1  1 cm2
was drawn over conductive glass leaving a 2 mmwide strip on one of
the sides to evacuate the charge and make the contacts. FTO out of
this area was removed via etching with Zn powder and diluted HCl.
Then the electrodes were electroplatinized by submerging them into
a diluted chloroplatinic acid aqueous solution using a Pt sheet as
a counter-electrode and applying a potential of 1.5 V for 1 minute.
After this process, dark FTO electrodes were obtained, indicating
that a high concentration of Pt was deposited over the surface. The
cells were mounted after drop casting the electrolyte in one of the
electrodes and fixing the second by pressing it strongly with a clamp.
Pressing electrodes together with a clamp ensures to reach a distance
between electrodes equal to the photonic crystal thickness. The
removal of external FTO avoids both short circuiting of the cells and
direct diffusion of iodide between uncovered FTO layers, minimizing

































































edge effects. The conductive strips of the opposed electrodes were
oriented in contrary faces also to prevent short circuits. The iodine
concentration used in the electrolyte is lower than that found in the
literature because the short distance between electrodesmakes itmore
difficult to reach the current saturation regime.32Furthermore, a pure
ionic liquid is necessary in this experiment both to avoid evaporation
during measurements and to be able to appreciate the differences in
diffusion due to porosity. Electrochemical measurements were
carried out in this two electrode configuration and collected after
letting the electrolyte penetrate into the pores of the nanoparticle
1DPC. First, a current–voltage curve between 0 and 1.5 V was made
to measure the limiting currents reached. Then galvanostatic IS
curves were attained taking 4 different currents starting from 0mA to
near the saturation current for each cell. Analysis of the parameters
obtained at the same current density was performed in order to
obtain comparable results between the different samples. IS datawere
fitted to a Randles circuit model.
Results and discussion
Analysis of pore size and porosity
The different degree of porosity extracted from the analysis of the
specular reflectance spectra of the np-TiO2/PEG and np-SiO2/PEG
layers in air is shown in Table 1. On the other hand, the change in the
optical response of these porous layers versus the gradual increase or
decrease of the vapor pressure of a liquid solvent provides us with
information on the different pore size distribution. Adsorption–
desorption isotherms are presented in Fig. 1 and 2. This analysis
reveals that the starting (containing no polymer) np-SiO2 layers
present a much larger average pore size than np-TiO2 ones and that
the addition of PEG produces more significant changes in both the
pore size and average porosity of the second kind of layers. Hence
more effort was devoted to improve the pore network of the TiO2
layer since the bottleneck for optimized electrolyte flow must be the
narrowest pores of the multilayer, present in the np-TiO2 layers.
First of all, as presented in Table 1, as the PEG : np-TiO2 weight
ratios increase from 0 to 0.75, the effective refractive index decreases
from 1.70 to 1.50, which implies that the accessible porosity of these
layers rises from 47% to 60%. In the case of SiO2 films, the refractive
index varies from an already low 1.25 to 1.22 when the PEG : np-
SiO2 weight ratio is 0.50, with the porosity changing from 44%
to 50%.
Noteworthy, all adsorption–desorption isothermsmeasured can be
classified as type IV33,34 following a standard classification of the
capillary condensation response of mesoporous materials (pore size
between 2 and 50 nm). In the curves attained from the np-TiO2 layer
(Fig. 1a), the volume of solvent infiltrated within the structure
increases as the pressure goes up to a specific value of P/P0 ¼ 0.93,
where P0 is the saturation vapor pressure of isopropanol at room
temperature, with the filled pore volume remaining constant for
higher pressures. This fact indicates that the accessible porosity of the
layer is completely filled with the solvent employed. However, this
trend is not observed for the case of the isotherms measured from the
layers in which the PEG was used to change their internal porous
structure (Fig. 1b and c), which is in consonance with the expected
effect of the porogen on the mesostructure, namely, the creation of
large cavities in which condensation of the vapor is prevented. Pore
size distributions of the different np-TiO2 and np-TiO2/PEG films
were extracted from the isotherm data, as presented in Fig. 1d–f. The
porous structure attained after spin coating the np-TiO2 precursor
suspension without PEG is a network of voids whose size is
comprised between 4 nm and 18 nm. Broader pore radius ranges, up
to 24 nm, are obtained when the different amounts of polymer are
employed. For the case of films made of suspensions containing
PEG : np-TiO2 weight ratios of 0.25 and 0.50, the larger pore radius
created cannot be estimated from the isotherm curves since the
plateau at higher partial vapor pressures is not reached. Nevertheless,
pore size distributions demonstrate that both the porosity and the
pore size are largely increased when PEG is used as porogen.
Similarly, adsorption–desorption isotherms and pore size distri-
butions of both np-SiO2 and np-SiO2/PEG layers are shown in Fig. 2.
In this case, the most noteworthy difference is the increase of the
radius of necks between nanoparticles of the sample when PEG is
used, as it can be seen when Fig. 2c and d (grey circles and lines) are
compared. Also, the pore size distribution becomes wider and the
average pore size shifts towards higher values. As expected, since
layers formed by SiO2 nanoparticles have larger pores than TiO2
films to start with, the effect of porogen on the SiO2 pore size is less
noticeable, although in both types of layers the porosity rises with the
concentration of porogen used in the precursor suspensions.
Highly porous layers in Bragg reflectors
Having demonstrated that both the porosity and the average pore
size of np-TiO2 and np-SiO2 films are increased when PEG is added
to the precursor suspensions, 1DPCs were built in order to prove that
these new highly porous layers can also be integrated in a stack that
presents photonic crystal properties. For that purpose, np-SiO2 and
np-TiO2 precursor suspensions with different concentration of PEG
were employed. FESEM images of cross-sections ofmultilayersmade
by alternating films deposited from these suspensions are shown in
Fig. 3. The samples whose images are displayed were prepared using
suspensions containing PEG : np-TiO2 weight ratios of 0 (Fig. 3a)
and 0.75 (Fig. 3b), while the same np-SiO2 suspension containing no
PEG was used for both samples.
Table 1 Refractive index and porosity of the different nanoparticle monolayers and multilayers, as estimated from the analysis of the optical reflectance





Porosity of np-film in
multilayer (%)
TiO2 — 1.70 47 1.69 47
25 1.58 55 1.59 54
50 1.55 57 1.54 57
75 1.49 60 1.49 60
SiO2 — 1.25 44 1.27 42
50 1.22 50 1.22 50

































































The different pore structure of the TiO2 layers can be clearly
distinguished in these pictures. Furthermore, it can be readily
observed that the thickness of the TiO2 layer also increases with the
PEG concentration in the precursor suspension, with thicknesses
comprised between 60 nm and 130 nm being attained for PEG : np-
TiO2 weight ratios ranging from 0 to 0.75. The clear definition
between the interfaces of np-TiO2 and np-SiO2 layers present in the
originally made nanoparticle multilayers6 (Fig. 3a) fades when the
polymer is used to modify the pore network (Fig. 3b) mainly due to
the SiO2 particle interpenetration within the large superficial pores of
the TiO2 layers. Long range uniformity is, however, preserved.
In the same way that it was done for the monolayers, the values of
the effective refractive index and the porosity of each layer within the
periodic stack were also estimated minimizing the difference between
the simulated and the experimental reflectance spectra and using the
Bruggeman equation, respectively. The results of the fittings are listed
in Table 1. It can be noticed that the porosity of the np-TiO2 layers
remains practically unaltered after being integrated in the Bragg
reflector when compared to that measured for monolayers. It should
be remarked that control over the porosity of the films, like the one
herein demonstrated, opens the possibility of designing the optical
properties of themultilayers built with themwith great precision, as it
has actually been proven for other optical filters in which porosity,
although not accessible, can be tailored to measure.35Also, we would
like to remark that, although highly reflecting multilayers of
controlled pore size distribution can be attained by supramolecular
templating,36 these cannot be easily integrated in photo-electro-
chemical devices. This is due to the incompatibility of the compounds
employed during the preparation of the supramolecularly templated
mesostructure with the rest of materials present in the photocatalytic
or photovoltaic cell: liquid phase precursors infiltrate the whole
device, which yields the uncontrolled formation of metal oxide,
drastically reducing the performance of the device. In contrast, when
nanoparticle suspensions are used to form the multilayers, the solid
phase is retained in the regions onto which it is deposited, while the
liquid one evaporates or is easily removed by thermal annealing.
1DPCs of different porosity having their Bragg peaks in the
same spectral range were built in order to study the influence that
the new pore network structure may have on the control of the
photonic crystal properties. This requires that all samples present
the same unit cell optical thickness, duc¼ (n1t1 + n2t2), being ni and
ti the refractive index and the thickness of each type of layer present
in the ensemble, since, in a first approximation, the Bragg peak is
centred at lB ¼ 2duc. This condition is achieved by modifying the
Fig. 1 Adsorption (black circles and lines) and desorption (grey circles and lines) isotherms and pore size distribution measured by specular reflectance
porosimetry from uniform monolayers made of (a and d) np-TiO2 and np-TiO2/PEG mixtures in which the weight ratio between the porogen and the
nanoparticles is (b and e) 25% and (c and f) 50%.
Fig. 2 Adsorption (black circles and lines) and desorption (grey circles
and lines) isotherms and pore size distribution measured by specular
reflectance porosimetry from uniform monolayers made of (a and c) np-
SiO2 and (b and d) np-SiO2/PEG mixtures in which the weight ratio
between the porogen and the nanoparticles is 50%.
Fig. 3 FESEM images of cross-sections corresponding to Bragg reflec-
tors made of alternate layers of spherical silica particles and titania
nanocrystals. The latter was mixed with PEG in weight relations of (a) 0%
and (b) 75% with respect to the weight of np-TiO2 in the precursor
suspension.

































































concentrations of TiO2 and SiO2 precursor suspensions, since, as
shown in Fig. 3, the actual thickness of a layer increases when the
same concentrations of nanoparticles are mixed with increasing
amounts of PEG.The specular reflectance spectra of these samples
are displayed in Fig. 4. The comparison between the different
spectra reveals that the presence of larger pores does not affect
adversely the performanceof themultilayers asBragg reflectors. In
all cases, the number of layers deposited is similar (N ¼ 10) and
primary maxima present intensities above 80%. Slightly higher
peaks are achieved for 1DPCs in which the pores are finer. The
reason for this effect is the lower refractive index contrast existing
between the layers of np-TiO2 and np-SiO2 in those multilayers
showing enhanced porosity, which diminishes the scattering
strength of the lattice. Also, a clear narrowing of the peak spectral
width is observed as the porosity increases. The photonic gap to
midgap ratio, Du/u0, decreases from 25% in the original nano-
particle 1DPC to 20% in those with higher porosity. In fact, it
can be shown that Du/u0 depends on the dielectric contrast,
Dn ¼ |n1  n2|, like Du/u0 ¼ 2/p Dn/n,37 where n is the average
refractive index, estimated as n ¼ (n1t1 + n2t2)/(t1 + t2). The
generation of a more open pore network yields both lower Dn and
n, as it can be estimated from the data shown in Table 1, and thus
may lead to spectrally thinner Bragg reflections.
Enhanced diffusion through Bragg reflectors
To assess the effect that the modified pore network of 1DPCs has on
mass transport, curves of current density vs. potential (j–V curves)
and impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed over
1DPC samples immersed in a viscous electrolyte, 0.13 M of iodine in
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide, as schematized in Fig. 5a. As
shown in Fig. 5b, the increase of the layer porosity and pore size with
the addition of PEG produces a rise both in the slope at low
potentials and in the value of the limiting current (jlim) plateau
(Fig. 5c) of the j–V curves. These results prove the enhancement of
mass transport of an electrolyte embedded in 1DPC as a result of the
control of porosity.
For a more detailed analysis of these results, each sample was
measured by impedance spectroscopy at four different currents
between 0 mA and the limiting current. The typical impedance
spectrumobtained from the porous 1DPC shown in Fig. 6awas fitted
with the Randles equivalent circuit schematized in Fig. 6b. It allows
analyzing separately the physical processes of carrier transport and
charge transfer that take place in our device where Rs corresponds to
the sum of the resistances associated with FTO, contacts and wires,
RPt and CPt are the charge-transfer resistance and double-layer
capacitance from the platinized electrodes, respectively, and Zd is the
diffusion impedance, which represents the resistance to mass transfer
through the porous structure. From the expression ofZd given by eqn
(1), where ud is the characteristic diffusion frequency, u is the








we obtain Rd, which is the resistance associated with diffusion of
triiodide ions in the electrolyte and is the parameter that will be more
affected by variations of the pore network in the multilayers.
Fig. 4 Specular reflectance spectra of 1DPCs in which different weight
ratios of PEG were added to the precursor suspensions, namely, 0%
(black solid line), 25% in TiO2 (grey dashed line), 50% in TiO2 (grey
dotted line), 75% in TiO2 (grey dashed-dotted line) and 50% in TiO2/50%
in SiO2 (light grey solid line) with respect to that of nanoparticles.
Fig. 5 (a) Scheme of the sandwich cells measured in this study. (b) j–V
curves for the 1DPCs prepared from precursor suspensions containing
different amounts of PEG in the np-TiO2 layer: weight ratios of 0 (black
solid line), 0.25 (dashed line), 0.5 (dotted line), and 0.75 (dashed-dotted
line) while keeping the PEG : np-SiO2 weight ratio constant and equal to
0. Results for a sample made using both PEG : np-TiO2 and PEG : np-
SiO2 weight ratios of 0.5 are also shown (solid grey line) and (c) limit
current obtained by extrapolating the values of the plateau on j–V curves
versus average porosity of the multilayer.

































































From the diffusion frequency and film thickness, L, the diffusion
coefficient may be obtained using D ¼ udL2 that yielded values
comprised between 1.5 and 2.5  108 cm2 s1, in good agreement
with data obtained from jlim calculations.
38These values are one order
of magnitude lower than those obtained in the free electrolyte,32
indicating certain difficulties in the transport of I3
 through the
1DPC. We associate these low values of D with the increased
tortuosity and constrictivity introduced by the 1DPC relative to the
free electrolyte.
In practical terms, the diffusion resistance is the most relevant
parameter of Zd since its value determines, together with Rs and RPt,
the total series resistance of the device. Thus it may influence its
performance,mainly through the loss of fill factor, but eventually also
by a drop in short circuit current.39,40 We thus focus our study on Rd
in what follows.
Fig. 7a displaysRd as obtained from the analysis of the impedance
spectra measured at several current densities, j. The different symbols
(lines are just guides for the eye) correspond to photonic crystals
possessing different pore networks. In all cases, Rd increases as the
current does, reaching rather large values when jlim is approached. It
can be readily seen from Fig. 7a that samples with higher porosity
present lower diffusion resistance, reaching values similar to those
commonly found in optimized devices forRs (1–5U cm
2) andRPt (1–
3U cm2).40–43Fig. 7b clearly shows the dependence ofRd measured at
0 mA versus the average porosity within the multilayer structure.
Again a clear decay of Rd as porosity is increased can be observed
while, consequently, the opposite trend is observed for jlim, as shown
in Fig. 5c. It should also be noticed that this enhancedmass transport
must be caused by the combined effect of both larger porosity and
average pore size. However, these two effects cannot be analyzed
separately: each time porosity is increased (see Table 1), the bottle-
necks, responsible for the hindering of diffusion, are also enlarged
(see Fig. 1d–f), thus also contributing to a better flow of species
through the multilayer.
Impedance spectroscopy analysis confirms that multilayers built
using mixtures of nanoparticles and PEG always present larger
effective sections for the diffusion of I3
 species, which results in lower
diffusion resistances. This result, combined with the use of optimized
electrolytes, allows beating the limitations to efficiency introduced by
the addition of the 1DPC extra layers in photo-electro-chemical
devices such as dye sensitized solar cells.23,44
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a method to enhance the mass
transport through nanoparticle multilayers displaying one-dimen-
sional photonic crystal properties. Addition of a polymer in the
precursor suspensions allows tuning the pore size distribution of the
ensemble. Monolayers built from these suspensions have been
analyzed by specular reflectance porosimetry to demonstrate that
both the total accessible void volume and the average pore size of the
film are increased. Stacks of these highly porous layers display intense
Bragg reflections as well as improvedmass transport, as confirmed by
the diffusion resistance obtained for an electrolyte embedded in the
structure from impedance spectroscopy measurements. These mate-
rials presenting combined optical and transport properties will give
rise to improved performance when integrated into photo-electro-
chemical devices.
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